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Its not over yet,
Mondale claims
Mondale said President Reagan does not understand the
purpose of social programs. He
Democratic presidential hope- said Reagan has cut funding
ful Walter Mondale told because the president believes
cheering supporters yesterday - student loans make students dejust 11 days before the election - pendent and Social Security benthat thev should not believe re- efits make people lazy.
cent polls which indicate Ronald
"I believe in a government
Reagan will win the election.
that helps," Mondale said. "I
"ITl tell you why I'm going to come before you today as a
be elected president. I'm the* Democrat in the tradition of
only one smart enough to come Teddy Roosevelt. Harry Truto Toledo," Mondale said, refer- man, John Kennedy and Herbert
ring to Reagan's avoidance of Hoover and I am proud to be a
the Glass City.
Democrat."
Reagan has spoken in NorthMondale also spoke in support
western Ohio twice recently - of young people, saying educahere at the University on Sept. tion is vital to this country's
26 and in Perrysburg Oct. 12 - future.
but has not made a campaign
stop in Toledo.
"I believe in an America
Speaking to an estimated 3,000 where our kids are number one.
flag-waving and sign-carrying I want those kids educated. I
supporters inside Toledo's Port- want us to have the best kids on
side Festival Marketplace, Mon- earth and I want to invest in
dale said that polls don't select them," he told the cheering
the president; voters do.
crowd.
"I can feel it coming," MonConcerned that Reagan plans
dale said of a Democratic presi- to base selection of U.S. Sudential victory Nov. 6.
preme Court Justices partially
Mondale said working class on religious conviction, Mondale
Americans have had enough of said, "I want the Supreme Court
Reaganomics. Toledo's 10 per- picked by a president who becent unemployment rate, he lieves in law and iustice and not
said, to the result of Ronald by Jerry Falwell.
Reagan's economic policies.
"We have 11 days until this
"Toledo and America need a election to decided. They (Represident who will put America publicans) say it's all over. They
back to work," Mondale told the say it doesn t count what you
crowd, which included a number say. Polls don't vote and it's
of representatives from local your decision on Nov. 6," he
unions.
concluded.
by Carolyn Van Schalk
editor

Portside politics
Walter Mondale brought his campaign to Portside yesterday night. He

BG News/Susan Cross
was greeted by approximately 3,000 people who crowded around the
platform on the main level and around the second level perimeter.

Polish government to charge priest's kidnapper
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - The
government said today it will
charge an Interior Ministry official in connection with the abduction of a Roman Catholic
priest six days ago. The priest's
whereabouts remained unknown.
The arrested man was identified by the official Polish news
agency PAP only as Grzegorz
P.. a functionary of the Interior
Ministry, which controls the nation's police and internal secu"t. His rank and duties were
disclosed by the news

agency.
"It may be expected he will be
charged and arrested on the
basis of investigation materials," government spokesman
Jerzy Urban said in remarks
broadcast on Warsaw Radio.
He said there was no information on the whereabouts of the
[iriest, the Rev. Jerzy Popieuszko of Warsaw, 37, a frequent
target of government criticism
for his sermons defending the
ideals of the outlawed Solidarity
movement.
Urban said investigators had

Celeste surveys
his constituents
COLUMBUS (AP) - In what
was described as a bid to "keep
in touch" with constituents,
Gov. Richard Celeste yesterday
asked his supporters if they're
satisfied with his work and
sought their opinion of his administration's ''greatest accomplishments."
A l&-item questionnaire was
included in the fall-winter mailing of "The Celeste Letter," a
periodical paid for and distributed by the Ohio Democratic
Party.
"Your support was the catalyst that enabled this administration to take office," Celeste
said in the newsletter.
"Your support is even more
important now - on election day
our work was just beginning.
Here's how you can help: Take a
moment and let me hear from
you. Please return this Questionnaire to me by November 15,"
the governor said.
Completed questionnaires are
to be mailed to the Governor's
Office at the Statehouse.
HELEN FINDLEY, a Celeste
aide, said 35,000 of the questionnaires were mailed in an attempt to keep in touch with
constituents, mainly supporters,
of the governor.
She said tesults of the survey
would be made available to

those who ask for them but
doubted if they would be publicized through a news release or
other general distribution.
Recipients are asked "What
do you view as our greatest
accomplishments?" and "Are
you satisfied with our work thus
far? " Space to provided for comments beyond a "yes" or "no"
answer.
The questionnaire also asks
readers to list all organizations
in which they are active; the
weekly newspapers and in-state
publications they receive; the
radio station to which they listen
most often, and the candidates
they are actively supporting.
One question asks u recipients
will volunteer to work on special
issues. Another suggests one
task volunteers might be expected
to carry out when it asks,
r
'Will you send letters to the
editor on key subjects?"
FINDLEY SAID the question
about letters to the editor was
personally added by Celeste.
"He feels it's important that
people become involved whether
they support or have concerns
about stories or editorials in the
daily newspapers." she said.
"It's a matter of just saying
'Look, we would like to have you
write to the Miters if you have
concerns.' "

found hair matching that of the
missing priest in the trunk of a
car driven by the Interior Ministry official, who had been
placed under provisional arrest
Wednesday.
URBAN SAID there were
other "suspected culprits" in
the kidnapping and that authorities had found fingerprints in the
priest's car similar to "fingerprints of one of those suspected.
"Since it is not known how
many people took part in the
abduction, I cannot reveal what

other people are suspected,"
Urban said. He did not say
whether the other suspects had
been detained.
Urban said police dogs given
the scent of the priest's clothes
had led authorities to the car in
which the hair sample was
found.
"I'd like to state once again in
the name of the government that
the Polish authorities had nothing to do with this abduction,"
Urban said.
The Interior Ministry worker
had been "placed under provi-

sional arrest for willfully absenting himself from his job...
for falsifying an entry in the
record book of his official car,
and for failing to provide an
alibi" for missing work last Friday, the day Popieluszko disappeared, state-run television
said.
CARDINAL JOSEF Glemp issued his first public comment
today on the abduction, demanding a full explanation "about the
reasons, conditions and culprits
of this shameful act."

Popieluszko was kidnapped
Friday night on a highway in
northern Poland by a group of
unidentified men, one of whom
was wearing a police uniform,
according to the priest's driver,
Waldemar Chrostowski. He said
they pulled the car over under
the pretext of administering a
sobriety test.
The driver said he was forced
into the kidnappers' car and he
believed Popieluszko was put in
the trunk. Chrostowski said he
escaped by jumping out of the

Wade seeks constitution unity
by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter

While USG President Bob Wade said passing the undergraduate
student body constitution to one of his organization's main objectives
this semester, he said it won't be approved by the Board of trustees
unless the entire campus is unified behind it.
Wade said the present constitution was ratified by the student
body in 1981 but it was not passed by the Board of Trustees because
minority organizations did not back it.
"The minority groups on campus did not back the constitution
because they thought it was taking power away from them," he said.
"I think we can all be unified behind it. No one ever sat down and
explained what the constitution does for them."
wade said USG to working to unify the campus before he brings
the constitution to the Board of Trustees. Because of this, it may not
be presented until April, he added.
HE SAID be to concentrating on the upcoming Intra University
Presidents Council (IUPC) as a chance for all campus organizations
to discuss issues which concern them. He added he will make a
personal plea to the presidents of campus minority organizations to
attend the council.
Wade said unity will be needed because University President Paul
Otocamp disagrees with two statements in the constitution and does
not support the document.
Otocamp to at the X'ian Institute in China this week and therefore
was unavailable for comment. Philip Mason, executive assistant to
the president, was also unavailable.
Wade said Otocamp does not agree with statement I of the
constitution which states, "Students have the right to be members
with full voting privileges on decision-making bodies in academic
units and colleges and University committees which directly affect
the welfare of the undergraduate student body."
He said Otocamp would like the statement changed to read,
"Where appropriate,
students shall be members of decision-making
bodies.. .rr

WADE SAID Otocamp defined "members" as having full voting
privileges but said the present statement to better because it to
spelled out.
"The way the president wants it worded makes it too soft and not
as directed," he said. "It to fine now because the president of USG
and the president of the University would determine which committees affect student welfare."
Wade said Otocamp also disagrees with statement M which would
B've USG control over the distribution of general fee funds to
niversity organizations.
"The present distribution system, ACGFA (Advisory Committee
on General Fee Allocation), was set up because some organizations
weren't getting their fair share," he said. "We feel it to In our best
interest to take control of the process. We don't want control over all
Eeneral fee allocations, just the allocations to University organizaons."
Wade said for Otocamp to support this statement. USG would have
to prove it is a fair and representative organization for the entire
undergraduate student body and to have at least 50 percent of the
undergraduate student body agree with the statement through a
referendum.
"BECAUSE OF the problem of student apathy, it to almost
impossible to have that many students vote," wade said. "We want
to get a cross section of the University and show the Board of
Trustees that the blacks, whites, latinos, greeks, independents and
every other student to behind it''
Wade said he will try again to get Otocamp's approval before the
constitution to put before the Board of Trustees, out he added USG
will lobby for its passage even without Otocamp's support.
Kory Tilgner, president of Graduate Student Senate, which has a
working constitution, said he thinks USG should try to come to some
agreement with Otocamp.
"It to politically naive to believe they (USG) can get the constitution passed without the president's approval behind it," Tilgner
said.
Wade disagreed. "If we have a unified campus baiind this
constitution, I have no doubt we can get it passed.
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-Editorial(ISG could stand
some improvement
The purpose of any Undergraduate Student Government is to represent the students and their
concerns on all levels of a university's administration.
But this Undergraduate Student Government
president, Bob Wade, and his cabinet are not going
to bat for the students this year. They are merely
standing in the batter's box waiting for a turn.
Granted, USG is doing ground work to get its
constitution ratified when past administrations
have failed to do so. But ground work is internal
bureaucracy which has little to do directly with the
concerns of the student body.
According to Wade, USG has its "hands grasped
on everything it can" regarding major issues at the
University. But little has been completed that
would give students faith in USG's ability to begin a
task and successfully see it through.
USG should follow up on the actions it initiates. It
had a successful voter registration drive this year,
but has thus far done nothing to educate voters on
candidates' positions. Such a project would benefit
not only students but the entire voting public.
USG is planning its public relations "blitz" week,
Wade said. But would a week-long drive be necessary if USG played a more effective role on
campus?
Perhaps more students would take greater interest in USG if they believed it was representing their
concerns.
We believe this year's administration has made
ineffective attempts to promote change and growth
on campus and therefore has yet to play an active
role in representing students.
USG has the potential and power to effectively
represent undergraduates but needs to channel its
resources in ways that would benefit students in all
areas of University life.

"You have no right to ask that!"

Pollsters need to be polled too
by Art Buchwald
No one has ever done it before, but I just polled a pollster.
She was standing on the street
the other day, holding a clipboard.
She stopped me but before she
could speak I took out my pad
and pencil and asked her, "How
old are you?"
Her face reddened. "I don't
think that's any of your business."
"I'll be the judge of that. How
much money do you make?"
"I'm going to call the police."
"I'm doing a poll on pollsters,
and it's your obligation as an
American to answer my questions so we know about the people who are polling us. I don't
nave much time. Are you single,
married or divorced? '
"I'm not going to tell you."
"All right, I'D check 'other.'
Would you consider yourself a
Republican, Democrat or Independent?"
"I can't reveal that."
"Why not?"
"Because I'm a pollster, and
If I told you it might influence
your answers to me."
"You're very attractive.
Would you mind telling me what
your ethnic background is?"
"What difference does that
make?"
"I'd like to know how many
Italians, how many Irish and
how many Hispanics are polling
this election year."
"Why don't you just drop
dead?''
"Don't be angry. I'm only
doing my job.
"II the election was held today, would you vote for Ronald
Reagan, Fritz Mondale or would
you like to be listed as undecided?"
"I don't want to be listed as
anything. My vote is a private
matter and I'm not going to tell
some stranger which lever I'm
going to pull."
"Does that mean you're going

to vote for Reagan?"
"You have some nerve to ask
me all these questions."
"I'm not asking them for myself. I'm asking them for the
American people. I intend to
interview 98 more, and then on

the basis of my interviews I will
be able to project hrw the millions of pollsters in America will
vote on Nov. 6. After all, with so
many people polling the electorate this year, the pollster vote
could swing the election."
She swung her clipboard at

me, but I ducked in time.
"What are you writing in your
notebook?" she demanded.
" 'None of the above.' "

distorted opinion about fraternities based upon stereotypes and
misinformation should be put to
work ... cleaning up the abundant, unfortunate, and destructive grafitti written by bitter or
jealous GDI's.
Steve Hanna
Finance major, Pi Kappa Phi
Fraternity

will and one of those happened to
be a sorority. I also chose not to
join some other groups, just like
fou've done by not joining a
raternity.
You are entitled to your opinion and I respect that, however,
5lease note some correct facts.
raternities are not allowed to
have alcohol present at their
rush parties and BGSU is nationally known for its policies enforcing no hazing in the greek
system. You can verify this at
Greek Life. Miss BGSU is an allcampus event and it is not fair to
put down outstanding women
who possess talent and choose to
particpate. And finally, concerning your adjectives, ''overwealthy, spoiled, alcoholic youth," I
feel sorry for those who feel this
way about fraternity men or
sorority women. I personally
have put myself through college
and work year-round to pay for
my own expenses. I'm sure
many others do also.
My point is this: respect people for their individual choices.
Time is too valuable to be spent
debating the pros and cons of an
organization. If everyone took
the time they spent arguing such
issues and directed it toward
promoting our campus as a
whole - think what a better
university BGSU would be! Now
that's leadership!!

Art Buchwald is a writer for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

Letters
Columnist off base;
News should censor

Fort Wayne and talk to all of
those beer drinking "welfare
bumbs."

Matt Mahoney
Seeing as the BG News has
149 Darrow
taken to printing letters bursting
with stupidity, f doubt if this will
make it to press.
On 16 October Scott BanBG News is left-wing
wrote an article which brimmed
with poor English and twisted
propaganda sheet
facts. Barr not only insulted his
past English teachers, but also
the unemployed, the disabled,
the elderly and the American
We, the people of 519 Offenfarmer. Mr. (I use the term hauer East, are tired of the
loosely) Barr may be correct,
repeated attacks on President
however, if the owners of the
Reagan by the BG News. We
nearly 200,000 farms and
grow weary of the half-truths,
ranches which went out of busi- rhetoric, and blatant demagoguness during the last four years ery that the News constantly
sit around and drink. I don't see persists in printing.
the Reagan administration helpCertainly it is easier to be
ing them. They could however critical than to be constructive.
work as hands on Ronnie's
But then again, taking into
ranch and tend to Nancy's little consideration the extremely
White House garden, I guess. So, one-sided articles blasting Reamaybe we don't need these wel- gan, it's probably understandfare "bumbs" after all.
able why this newspaper takes
As for bleeding the middle and the easy way out instead of
upperclass, Mondale would not facing the issues.
do that. Fritz would have the tax
We'd like to tdke this opportutables fall fairly into place. Rea- nity to speak out for the many
gan in the one doing the bleed- students on this campus who
ing; bleeding the lower and appreciate Reagan's Republimiddle class. Sound fair? Maybe can philosophies. These students
to George Bush who claimed are elated by the fact that Reathat his payment of 12.8% was gan will once again win the
too much! My, George is such a presidential nomination (we use
the word "again" for those who
feeling individual.
As for your hatred of commu- are confused as to whether Reanism and socialism, I fail to see gan is a candidate or the presiyour reason of hatred. If we dent). Therefore, allow us to
decide to fight the socialists, rebut the BG News' stance and
let's start with the British and the stance of those who have
recently ripped into Reagan.
the Swedes.
First of all, why do you conAs for communism, why fight
them when they live in poverty tinue to deny that the U.S. econand die by the thousands any- omy has recovered since the
time that Jimmy Carter left
way.
No, Mr. Barr you are wrong. office? The GNP has risen draYour entire political outlook is matically, industrial production
backwards and ill-informed. has risen, inflation has reFind out what communism and mained at a stable rate, and
socialism is. Most of all, go to unemployment has dropped,
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with more Americans at work
than ever before in our history.
We happen to like the idea of
fewer taxes and less overall
tovernment regulation. John F.
ennedy, a Democrat no less,
stated,''Ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you
can do for your country." Reagan stated the same thing during his speech at Bowling Green
when he stated that he would
like to be known as a president
who "gave the government back
to the people. Maybe that's
why Tim Kime was smiling,
excited about a president who
rescued us from runaway inflation, outrageous unemployment,
and who reconstructed an ineffective military.
Which brings us to our stance
on foreign policy. We believe
that the Democratic philosophy
of a nuclear freeze is ridiculous.
We feel that they are living in a
fantasy world. When will they
realize that you can't negotiate
with the Soviets from a position
of Inferiority? Reagan has
stated numerously (including at
his BG speech) mat a nuclear
war is not winable, and that he is
willing to negotiate with the
Soviets. However, the Soviets
must be willing to be realistic in
their concessions. The Soviets
have made a mockery of every
arms control agreement that
has been attempted between the
two countries. We feel that a
strong defense is necessary to
protect against Soviet adventurism. It's amazing how we
haven't heard about any Soviet
invasions during the Reagan
administration. It has simply
been the history of mankind tor
the strong to conquer the weak.
Those who fail to learn from
history's mistakes are doomed
to repeat them.
We direct our final comments
at the BG News, regarding the
questions that the students directed at Reagan. Why did you
criticize the students for their
questions? This presidential appearance was for the students,
and they had every right to ask
whatever questions they
wanted.
H.B. Thomas
R.S. Everingham
519 Offenhauer East

Writer's opinions
called "twisted"
It never ceases to amaze me
how feeble-minded individuals
can stereotype an entire group
of others. Such Is the case of the

mm—mm

October 16 article, "Frat Boys
are not Such a Noble Bunch," by
Steven Kopperhaven.
In this totally outrageous and
distorted article, Kopperhaven
depicts "frat boys" as being
drunken, immature, spoiled rug
rats who seemingly have the
world handed to them on a silver
platter. Among Kopperhaven's
other charges against the personal characteristics of fraternity members includes a long
list of derogatory adjectives
which would impress any fiveyear-old.
Obviously, Kopperhaven has
seen "Animal House" one too
many times, or perhaps he
rushed a fraternity this fall and
was not deemed worthy enough
to join. Maybe he has a personal
vendetta against the greek system because he didn't get a
chance to see President Reagan,
or maybe he simply has a disturbing inferiority complex.
Why else would somebody so
blatantly attack the virtues of so
many?
The author neglected to point
out that those "paddling little
greeks" who participate in such
foolish activities as bathtub
races and mudtugs just so happened to raise more than $28,000
last year for charity.
If greeks are such losers, why
do they dominate nearly every
leadership organization on campus? Why did greeks raise more
money for philanthropies than
did any other group last year?
Regarding Kopperhaven's remarks on the so-called "laziness" of fraternity members, we
merely have another thoughtless generalization. It is the individual who is apathetic about
campus events who is lazy and
lacks ambition.
I might also mention my disapproval of the BG News for
printing such a malicious and
destructive article. If an article
or letter has a useful purpose or
says something constructive, it
should be printed. If it is simply
written to voice the intentionally
harmful and distorted opinion of
one individual, it does not belong
in any publication. Otherwise,
we may as well all use the Bu
News as a tool to ridicule others
and engage in childish "nameBut lake heart, Mr. Kopperhaven. Your sarcastic and pathetic
attitude is shared by many selfrighteous GDI's, indeed. I wish I
had a nickel for every antiGreek personal ad that appeared In the BG News or for
every obscene work of poetry
about fraternities that graces
the walls of almost every restroom on campus.
To get right down to it, I think
that anyone who has a shallow,

wmm

Fraternity critics
asked to open minds
Upon entering college this
fall, I, too, had a closed mind on
fraternities. It was to my belief
that they were a group of conceited, wealthy jocks who
walked around campus terrorizing students not meeting their
standards.
I soon learned that this was
far from the truth. After all, this
is real life and not the movies.
After meeting a few friends Involved in fraternities, I wondered how I could have been so
against them. They are no different than other students, except that they belonged to a
group that shared common
goals and interests.
I often hear people downgrade
fraternities and question why- Is
it because of jealousy or that
they have nothing else to talk
about? Personally, I think this
type of person should get to
know a fraternity member, and
maybe their eyes will be opened
to reality.
Chris Walnsch
Kappa Slg Ul sis
Fashion Merchandising
233 Ashley

'I believe' In the
greek system
Please do not discard this
letter as another editorial on the
greek system. I certainly do not
intend ttiis to be my major objective in writing.
In response to Steven Kopperhaven's editorial on fraternity
men (Oct. 16), I am glad we as
students have the opportunity to
freely express our individual
opinions in your newspaper. I
would like to take this opportunity to give some of my personal
views.
To begin, Mr. Kopperhaven, I
am not "ferociously" defending
the greek system, but rather
standing up for something I support and believe in. I chose to
join many groups *nd organizations at BGSU of my own free

Michelle Kopyar
Secretary of Panhellenic
Council

Ridge Street could
be a death zone
Dean Gerkins' statement
about the right of way of pedestrians crossing Ridge Street was
uninformed and irresponsible.
For at least 10 years pedestrians
have had the right of way crossing that street. In fact about 10
years ago an ordinance was
considered by the City Council to
close Ridge Street to aU traffic
from the Health Center to MacDonald. Ridge Street should still
be closed and permanently.
If traffic patterns of long
standing on Ridge Street are
changed so that automobiles
have the right of way, then the
students and faculty of the University who have to cross that
street on an hourly basis Monday through Friday had better
demand either traffic cops or
red lights. Otherwise somebody
is going to get killed crossing the
street during the day.
Douglas C. Necken a
' Chemistry

Local
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Magazine to include art
by Shelly Trusty
reporter

Prairie Margins has been the
University's undergraduate literary magazine for years, but
this year Prairie Margins is
more, according to editor Annmarie Schultz.
Prairie Margins will now be
known as the "undergraduate
journal of literature and art,"
Schultz said. "We publish poetry, fiction, literary criticism,
photographs and black-andwhite art work."
"We publish what we feel best
represents the campus. We aim
for quality finished work, and
we publish work that appeals to
a majority of students, not just
students in creative writing and
English, but the general public, she said.
"I've always been told that
literature should be a discovery
both for the reader and the
writer," Schultz added.
Robert Early, associate professor of English, has been faculty adviser for the magazine
since about 1973. "Every University needs a forum for young
writers and artists to submit
their work," he said.
"I LIKE to see people who are
beginning to do their work
STUDENT

bloom. I like to see the beginnings ... talented people in
their rawest form. That isn't to
say that there aren't already
good writers at the young age of
19," Early said.
Schultz said this year Prairie
Margins wants to include graphics. "There really isn't anywhere for these artists to show
their work," she said. "There
are art shows where they can
show work, hut there are no
permanant copies of these people's work."
According to Schultz, the magazine has had a problem getting
submissions of art work and
eiotos in the past. She has courted the School of Art to get
submissions of graphics for the
magazine.
Even getting submissions of
writing nas been slow. "We
really don't get a large quantity
of manuscripts," she said. '"I
know there's a lot of writing
going on out there that doesn't
come in, and I really don't know
how to get it in."
"MAYBE SOME people are
shy about submitting, and some
people just don't. No one sees
then- name on the manuscript if
it doesn't get published but me."
Schultz said. "They have nothing to be afraid of, but there is a

possibility of getting their work
published - which is a great
honor."
She said when she gets a
manuscript, she makes two copies - one with the writer's name
for her files and one with the
name omitted for the editorial
staff to fudge.
"All the judging is anonymous
- that's why the staff is allowed
to submit - no one knows it's
their work," she said.
Funding is also a concern for
the magazine. Printing, publicity and even photocopying costs
money. According to Schultz
and Early, Prairie Margins will
cost about (1,000 to put out.
"We get money from UAO and
from the English department,"
Early said. "The rest comes
from any people we can
scrounge it up from - faculty
members, businesses and kind
souls who care about art and
literature."
Prairie Margins is printed
once a year. Anyone can submit
to the magazine by dropping off
manuscripts or art work in the
Prairie Margins mailbox in the
English department. Submissions also may be sent through
campus mail to Prairie MarC, Deadline for submission is
20.

Dateline
Friday, Oct. 26

Dunamis Outreach An organizational meeting will be held in 112
Life Sciences Building
at 7:30 p.m. Dunamis is
a student Christian organization. Open to all.
Trivia Contest Deadline - The deadline to
enter the Graduate Student Senate Trivia Contest is 5 p.m. The contest
will be neld at 9 p.m..
Nov. 7, in the Grand
Ballroom of the Union.
For more information,
call or stop by the Graduate Student Senate Office, 300 East McFall
Center, 372-2426.
Music Festival - The
fifth annual New Music
Festival begins with a
10:30 a.m. concert in
Bryan Recital Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts
Center. Other events include a master class on
20th century literature
for two pianos presented
by Norma and Leonard

Mastrogiacomo at 1:30
p.m. At 2:30 and 8 p.m.,
a concert will be given
in Kobacker Hall. All
events are free.
Saturday, Oct. 27

Hockey - The Falcon
hockey team takes on
Michigan at 7:30 p.m. at
the Ice Arena.
Music Festival - The
New Music Festival will
end with a concert by
the Philip Glass Ensemble at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts
Center. Tickets are 18,
(6 and $4 and may be
reserved by calling 3720171.
Sunday, Oct. 28

Soccer - The University plays Michigan
State at 2 p.m. at
Mickey Cochrane field.
Worship - The Agape
Christian Fellowship of
the University will sponsor its first annual interdenominational
"Harvest of Triumphant Worship and

ORCANIZATI 0 N S

leader s h i p
I* onference
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Praise" 6:30 to 9 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom of
the Union. It will include
worship and special music.
Monday, Oct. 29
Pi Sigma Alpha - An
organizational meeting
will be held at 9 p.m. in
101 Business Administration Building. The
meeting is for all political science majors and
minors. New members
are welcome.
German Film - The
German film "Das Beil
von wandsbek," about
the temptations of national socialism during
the 1930s in Hamburg,
will be shown at 7:30
pan. at the Gish Film
Theater. Admission is
free.
Dateline, a daily service of the News, lists
dates and times of campus events. Submissions
by all organizations are
welcome and must be
turned in typed and double-spaced one week
prior to the event.

HOT CIDER &
DOUGHNUTS Carry-out
■**

'84

A Leadership Conference for members of currently registered student
clubs/groups/organizations will be held
on Saturday, December 8 from 9 a.m.-4
p.m. in the Alumni Room of the University Union. Reservations are necessary
and may be made through November
30th in the Office of Student Activities,
405 Student Services. (Limited to two
representatives per group.)

r
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WATCH FOR OUR HALLOWEEN EXTRAVAGANZA

Baldwin
for
Commissioner
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Students for

KEAGAN KMT84
Why Vote Reagan?
Reason #4: The Reality of Arms Control
Support of a Nuclear Freeze is Based on Misunderstanding!
A FREEZE WOULD:
-undermine START and INF proposals
-be impossible to verify without "on-site" inspections which the Soviets oppose
-undercut deterrence by locking in dangerous Soviet advantages
-be totally unrealistic given the Soviet track record of Afghanistan, the Korean Airliner,
etc., etc., etc. . .
STRATEGIC Ballistic Missile Warheads
UNDER A FREEZE
(MONDALE)

UNDER START
(REAGAN)
7297

/
5000

ID

US USSR

You DECIDE which is SAFER . . .
After cancellation of the M-X and B-l bomber Mondale thinks he'll be in a position of strength? Wake up Walter! You're dealing
with the most ruthless, evil, and wicked government in the history of the world. We need strength, we need President Reagan!

&

i.

AMERICA
IS BACK
Paid£or by Students for Reagan-Bush

X-Jl
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Prof studies sinkholes
by Carolyn Moody
reporter

When she's not lecturing to
University geology students,
Jane Forsyth can be found traveling across the state speaking
on the geology of Ohio.

"People really get turned on by
itShe added that she receives at
least two or three calls a week to
lecture for groups statewide.
"Lecturing to outside groups
gives me a change of pace from
class lecturing, Forsyth said.
"If the lecture doesn't cut into
class time, I will try to get
there."

Forsyth, University faculty
member since 1965, was recently honored for her professional contributions to Ohio
geology at a special ceremony at
FORSYTH'S INTEREST is
le Newark branch of Ohio State
not limited to Ohio geology, but
University.
includes environmental problems such as sinkholes, which
Though a native of New occur where the downward
Hampshire, she is known washing of sandy fillings has
throughout Ohio for her lectures caused a collapse in the land's
and workshops on the geology of surface and buildings on that
surface.
the Buckeye State.
She recently attended a na"Most people have a percep- tional conference on sinkholes in
Orlando, Fla. The conference
tion of geology being a very dry
focused on problems faced by
and boring subject, but most
the city of Orlando due to the
have found the material to be
sinkholes. Forsyth said Ohio
quite interesting," Forsyth said.

352-8459

• o»S Mcpr,si to***QC,>a

She said she enjoyed being
part of the team investigating
solutions to the problem of sinkholes for the southern city.
"We really don't have a problem with sinkholes in Ohio but it
is a serious problem in Florida,"
Forsyth said. "Orlando has had
many buildings collapse due to
the sinkholes.
"People really need to be educated about the possible conse?|uences sinkholes could have on
uture buildings and personal
property," she added.
Forysth is a past recipient of
the Ohioan Library Award and
last year was nominated for the
Master Teacher Award at the
University.

"EEEH3I32,
GCTRcsum:

• 2 for 1
Assorted
Tropical Fish

• We have over 150 fresh &
saltwater tanks on display &
expanding with new saltwater fish weekly
We're taking Christmas lay-aways now
New ownership will match any price & surpass quality
* 40 GAL Set-Up (excluding stand) RAFFLE 25«
Com* in tor details

Canary Special Females $20.00
Males $39.99
10 Gal. Tank $5.99
New Assortment ot African Clchllds
10% oil
10% off on all hulk seed food prices

(small animals ft birds)

does not have many problems
with sinkholes because the holes
occur only where there are large
amounts of limestone in the
ground's surface.

Mil stteuu tut Kim citim mm ii*tt

Helping foreigners adjust

Families host students
requests, then try to match up
their interests, Koch said.
"It doesn't involve money or
housing."
The host family atmosphere helps students experience American customs and
family life.
"MANY FAMILIES may
have students over for dinner,
take them to the movies or
just spend time with them.
This helps them to see our
customs and lifestyle," Koch
said.
She said 113 students are
involved in the program this
year, but about 20 of them
don't have families.
"We do a pretty good job
matching up but we are in
need of more families who
are interested in the program," she said.
A committee is set up
through the Center for International Programs that does
all the work in selecting families. The committee comprises those involved in the
Home Hospitality Program.

by Teresa Perretti
staff reporter

Experiencing different cultures is one reason for the
Home Hospitality Program
sponsored by the Center for
International Programs.
Other reasons include
forming lasting friendships
and helping others adjust to
new situations as a University student.
The program, which began
in 1965 as part of the international program, gives foreign
students a chance to experience family life in an American home.
"It helps take some of the
uneasiness of coming to a new
place away," said Joyce
Koch, administrative assistant of the Center for International Programs.
According to Koch, interest
forms are filled out before
students come to the University. Students are then
matched with a compatible
host family.
"We go on what a family

"It is an excellent program
and a nice activity for a family or single individual to get
involved in." said Liz Uhlman, who founded the committee in 1985 and is a host
family member.
Uhlman stressed that the
program is not a financial
burden, but is very enlightening for all involved.
"It offers interaction between community and international students," she said.
"You develop really close
friendships with students."
A PHONE call to the Center
for International Programs is
all it takes to get involved in
the Home Hospitality Project.
Koch said, "If someone is
interested, we will send them
a form to fill out and they can
start whenever they want."
Uhlman said, "Getting involved in the program broadens your horizons and is a lot
of fun."

516 E. Wooster

Myles Pizza Pub
3521504
II) One Coupon Per Order

STOP
ACID
RAIN

EXPIRES DECEMBER 31.1984

Free 6 Pack of Pepsi
with any
16" (2) items or more pizza

I
I • ECAP'S CAMPUS WIDE
I •
STAR SEARCH
I ;
Begins
Tuesday & Wednesday, Oct. 30 & 31
I
at 7:30 • ? in Joe E. Brown Theater.
I
Come and watch the preliminary
I
competitions. Admission is FREE
I
(seats first come, first serve)
I •

Unibed Way
People Helping People

Calico, Sage, & Thyme
115 Clay
352-5417
•great gift ideas
ceramic and stuffed pumpkins,
ghosts, pumpkin baskets
HOURS: Mon Sol

•decorations - indian corn
•and cards to spook your
friends
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'To try it is to appreciate it"rom si&nmon

Glass work: creative and fragile
Mary Ellen Graham (left) and Tom Sleinman work on two stages of a vasemaking project In the studio located in the basement of Blackstone's Art
Gallery.

The sound of soft jazz filters Both Steinman, 31, and Graham, 32,
through the work area. A breeze studied at the University of Toledo
blows through an open door, but sweat and the Toledo Museum of Art. They
still forms on the brows of two glass now live together in Maumee.
Graham said she likes working at
artists working in smooth, coordinated movements to create a piece of Blackstone's because working on
your own gets too expensive. I've
art.
Tom Steinman and Mary Ellen Gra- blown more glass in the last year than
ham are the resident artists at ever," said Graham. The expense
Blackstone's Art Gallery in Rossford, Graham refers to includes handmade
Ohio. Rossford is located just south of tools from West Virginia, and concenToledo off I-7S, and the gallery deals trated Kugler colors shipped in from
Germany at a cost of $10 a pound.
specifically in blown glass.
Steinman and
Arnold Blackstone,
financier of the galGraham prolery, had seen some
duce a variety
of Steinman's work,
of practical
called him in Califorglass pieces, innia, and together
cluding perthey made plans for
fume bottles,
opening a glass shop.
paper weights,
"I was interested m
vases, ornacollecting glass,"
ments and
Blackstone, a semibowls, as well
retired executive of
Arnold Blackstone
as abstract art
Arnold Industries, said, "and wanted pieces
something to keep busy with.
What is made on any particular day
"I didn't anticipate getting involved depends on the quality of the glass,
with a business rather than a hobby," and the quality of the glass depends
he said.
on how well it melts. When determinAfter discussing the feasibility of ing the quality, Steinman looks to see
opening such a gallery, Steinman how clear the glass is. If it is not clear
packed his bags and headed for Ros- then it needs to sit awhile until the
bubbles go out of it, he said.
sford.
Construction of the studio and galThe furnaces are always on and the
lery took seven months, with Steinman designing the entire project and temperature of the glass is about 2,000
assembling all the equipment. "It's F. Finished pieces must cool overstill not done, but we were open for night in annealing ovens because
business and the public in October of glass cooled down too quickly will
explode.
'83," Steinman said.

Tom Steinman begins his work by "gathering" the molten glass from the
furnace on a puntil.

After gathering. Steinman threads Kugler color onto the clear glass. The glass is globular and the color
uniform stripes at first, but any shape can be fashioned and the pattern can be altered.

Graham blows air through the hollow puntil to expand the glass while Steinman shapes it with water soaked newspaper
at an Intermediate stage of the project.

Story and photos by Susan Cross

Steinman puts the finishing touches on a Christmas tree
ornament before it goes into the annealing oven to cool
overnight.
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Technique variety shown

Metal works on display
tion, this is the first time a
metals exhibition has come to
the University.
"About eight years ago the
University hosted a iron work
exhibition, but since that time
we have not hosted any other
metal show," she said. "The
artists invited to this exhibition
are national and international
artists of very high caliber."
SHE SAID the exhibition encompasses a wide variety of
work and technique.
"Each artist can show up to
five pieces, and there is no common metal or technique prevalent in the show," she said.
"Enameling, mixed media and
casting are some of the techniques used in the show."
She said that although several
pieces of art in the display are

by Janet Pavasko
reporter

Teapots, bowls and ornate
sculptures are among the contemporary works of metal art
now on display at the National
Metals Invitational Exhibition
in the McFall Center gallery.
"The purpose of this exhibition is not to show jewelry, but to
show what is being done with
metal," said Marilyn Griewank
da Silva, assistant professor of
jewelry design and metalsmithuig. "Many of the artists invited
are jewelers and designers who
have created other functional
and nonfunctional forms of
metal."
According to da Silva. gallery
director for the School of Art and
coordinator of the metal exhibi-

for sale, the exhibition is not
designed specifically for sales
purposes.
"This is basically an educational exhibition, to educate the
public on what is being done in
metals," she said. "Large
groups of students from other
universities are being brought to
Bowling Green by their teachers."
According to Harold Hasselschwert, University art professor and a metal artist, this
exhibition provides an opportunity for students to see what is
going on in the contemporary
world of art metal.
The exhibit is open through
Oct. 28 daily from 10 a.m. to S
p.m.

PIZZA

BROTHERS.* Inc.
.

352-8408

836 S. MAIN
HOURS:
MON.-THRCJS.
1 lam-12 midnight

EBL£SAL
Mam- lai
lam
sun. -

4pm-12 midnight

FAST-FREE-DELIVERY

FAMILY PACK! I

$2 OFF

$1 OFF

2 item
17" Family Piua
Large
Chef's Salad
6 16 oi. Biles

Any Size Deep
Dish Pizza

ANY SIZE
Foldover Pizza

Pepsi
I Garlic Bread

12

as recipients of the

Iness towards students has been noticed and is appreciated.
Many thanks to them. Their efforts single them out. and
they are to be highly commended.

Unit Director-Slgma Nil

• DR. CHARLES KAHLE
Chairman/ Professor-Geology

• JOSEPH MARTINI

» ERICAUCIELLO
Union Student Manager

• DR. BONNIE CHAMBERS
Assistant Professor-Education

• JOANN EVERHART
Desk Receptlonlst-Rodgert

Bursar

• DR. DWIGHT MILLER
Professor-Education

• LINDA PETERSON
Instructor-English

•SIC SIC

• JANICE GOHM

Spirit Team

Lecturer-English

• LAURENCE JANKOWSKI
Associate Professor-Journalism

• BARBARA SUDERMAN
Manager-Typesetting Services

m

CONGRATULATIONS-KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!
The "We-Ness" Committee
WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS
AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ ttZ AZ AZ

^Z£

DELTA ZETA
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All other festival events are
free of charge and open to the
public.

The Philip Glass Ensemble

Tickets: $8, $6, & $4
call 372-0171 for ticket information

prestigious "We-Ness" Awards. Their kindness and helpful-

» PAMELA ANTHROP

Greater Toledo and the College
of Musical Arts.
The Philip Glass Ensemble
will end the festival with an 8
p.m. performance Saturday in
Kobacker Hall. Tickets are $8,
$6 and (4 and can be reserved by
calling 37M171.

John Rockwell,The New York Times

WE-NESS - CONCERN FOR OTHERS,
FRIENDLINESS,
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS!!
have been selected

panel discussions and a master
class given by Glass.
The works of 30 composers
from the United States, Canada
and Europe - all of whom are
expected to attend - will be
performed by faculty and students of the College of Musical
Arts.
The festival is being presented
with the support of the Ohio Arts
Council, the Arts Commission of

"His music is both intellectually rigorous and accessible, appealing to audiences that normally have little use
of each other's music. And he does all this by evolution
of a style that partakes unself-consciously of classical,
popular, and ethnic traditions."

"WE-NESS" AWARDS
These people

Philip Glass, composer of the
music for opening and closing
ceremonies of the 1984 Olympics
Games, will give the final concert at the fifth annual Bowling
Green State University New Music Festival.

Saturday, October 27
8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall

WF.-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS
BlU-

w

Class will perform Saturday

The festival begins today and
runs through Saturday night at
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
It will include six concerts, two

"WHAT GOOD PIZZA EATIN'S ALL ABOUT"
Foldover Mania

BG News/Phil Masturio
Looking through a glass cose. Gary Griffin, professor of art at Cranbrook Academy of Art in
Bloomfield Hills. Mich., studies artwork at the Metal Show in McFall Center.

TOURNAMENT
SATURDAY. 0GT.27
All proceeds go to Gallaudet
College for the deaf
Student Rec Center
9-5 pm
"See you there"

4Z AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ SZAZN
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Deficit down from '83, up from August forecast
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
federal government ran up a
$175.3 billion budget deficit in
fiscal year 1984, down from the
all-time record set last year but
still the second-largest flood of
red ink in U.S. history, the Treasury Department announced
yesterday.
The deficit total for the fiscal

year which ended on Sept. 30
was $1 billion higher than the
Reagan administration had predicted in August but was down
considerably from what both the
administration and private
economists had feared at the
beginning of the year.
The $175.3 billion deficit was

10 percent below the $195.3 billion record set in 1983, the year
that Ronald Reagan had pledged
while campaigning in 1980 that
he would balance the government's books.
Democratic candidate Walter
Mondale has sought to make the
government's budget deficits an
issue in the presidential cam-

paign, accusing President Reagan of ignoring the problem.
Mondale has charged that the
high borrowing demands of the
government are driving up Interest rates, threatening to
bring on another recession.
Mondale has also said the high
interest rates have boosted the
value of the dollar and thus

deepened the country's trading
Cblems by making it harder
American businessmen and
farmers to sell goods overseas
while opening the gates to a
flood of cheaper foreign goods.
Mondale has offered a plan of
budget cuts and tax increases to
slash the projected deficit in

1989 by two-thirds and has challenged Reagan to do the same.
The president has declined to
offer specifics of his own deficit
reduction plan. He has said be
would increase taxes only as a
"last resort," preferring to rely
instead on further budget cuts
and growth in the economy to
erase the red ink.

GM lays off 2,700 Ohioans after Canadian strike
DAYTON (AP) - More than 2,700 new layoffs in Ohio were
announced yesterday by General Motors Corp., as a strike by
Canadian workers continued to
hurt U.S. plants.
Strike-related layoffs that began last week and mounted this
week will leave a total of more
than 4,800 Ohio workers off the

job by this weekend.
About 36,000 members of the
United Auto Workers union in
Canada went on strike Oct. 17.
Jerry Robbins, a GM regional
spokesman in Dayton, said that
even if a settlement is reached
soon, laid-off workers here
might wait a bit before returning to their jobs.
''It's going to vary a bit from

rration to operation. I really
't have a feel for that at this
time," he said.
Yesterday, GM announced the
Lordstown van plant in northeastern Ohio will suspend production effective this morning,
leaving about 2,200 workers on
indefinite layoff. The plant employs 2,700 people.
The Lordstown passenger car

plant, which employs 5,000
hourly workers, will continue
operating normally, said company spokeswoman Linda Cook.
AT INLAND Division in Dayton, 12 more workers joined the
17 who were furloughed Wednesday. Today, 575 workers will Join
them, Robbins said.
Inland makes steering wheels,

molded parts, engine mounts, 500 of the 540 hourly workers
instrument panels and ball there on layoff. Last week, about
joints for Canadian and do- 1,500 workers were furloughed
mestic GM plants.
from the Moraine truck assemIn Mansfield, 80 hourly work- bly plant, and 45 workers were
ers at the metals fabricating laid off from Delco Products
Ct are working half-daysDivision in Dayton.
ugh this week.
At the Moraine diesel engine
More than a dozen U.S. plants
plant near Dayton, production in several states have been afwill cease today, placing about fected by the Canadian strike.

News briefs.
Neighbor's favor may have helped dispose of body
CINCINNATI (AP) - Thomas Otten says he
didn't think much about it when his next-door
neighbor asked him to help carry some bulky,
old carpet out of her basement.
Now, it appears that Otten might have
helped carry out the body of the woman's slain
husband, wrapped in the carpet.
Otten said he was eating dinner Oct. 18 when
Linda Lee Couch came to his house and asked
for help.
Otten said it was dark, and he didn't notice
the color or other details of the carpeting. "I
helped her and the children pull it up the
steps," he said.
He said he left the carpeting on a landing of
the stairs.
"I asked her if she wanted me to put it out
for the garbage. She said, 'No, I'll take care of
it,'" Often said.

Couch, 30, was charged Wednesday with the
murder of her husband, Walter D. Couch, 35.
"I used to do favors for them all the time,"
Otten said of his neighbors. "The last favor
was the last one. I don't carry no more
carpets."
Police on Tuesday found Couch's body wrapped in red carpet and buried in a shallow
grave in the backyard of the Couch family's
Home in Cincinnati's Price Hill neighborhood.
Couch pleaded innocent at an arraignment
yesterday to the fatal shooting of her husband.
Kaye said the couple had argued at their
home on Oct. 13 and were struggling over a
gun when it fired and killed Couch.
"She said she had some old carpet rolled up
in her basement." Otten said. "The carpet
was rolled up and sitting on a dolly. It looked
Cty old and bulky. I assumed there were
or three of them rolled up together."

Toledo youth's death ruled accidental by choking
TOLEDO (AP) - A 17-year-old Toledo youth
who was found dead Sunday on the porch of a
fraternity house died accidentally after he
choked to death, the Lucas County coroner
said.
Dr. Harry Mignerey said Michael Leffler
had a blood alcohol level of .22 at the time he
choked to death on his own vomit early
Sunday morning. A person is considered in-

toxicated when he or she has a blood alcohol
level of at least .10.
Leffler was found on the porch of the Alpha
Sigma Phi house at the University of Toledo,
where police were called during a homecoming party.
Police are continuing to investigate the
incident, which fraternity members and university officials have refused to publicly discuss.

Findings of pope shooting probe to be announced
ROME (AP) - An Italian judge who has
spent three years investigating whether there
was a Bulgarian connection in a plot to kill
Pope John Paul II will report his findings
today, judicial officials said yesterday.
A lawyer representing a Bulgarian being
held in Italy said he is convinced that his
client will be indicted on charges of complicity
in the May 13, 1981, shooting of the pope by
Mehmet Ali Agca.

"I think we are going to trial," lawyer
Giuseppe Consolo told The Associated Press.
"We will find out tomorrow." He represents
Bulgarian Sergei Ivanov Antonov.
Judge Ernesto Cudillo, chief of investigating magistrates, said Judge Ilario MarteUa,
the head of the investigation into the shooting,
will deliver his decision to the Court of Assize
sometime this morning.

Introducing —
LORI BOWMAN
Now taking Appointments
at

JENNI KAY SALON
Ruth Ann Meadows, ooer.
Jannean Hoffman, ownar/oper.

Come In and Check Our
EVERYDAY SPECIALS
Haircuts 600
Shampoo & Set 600
Perms «22M - »35
Call for your
•pat. today I
352-3845

I
I

All PERMS INCLUDE CUT 8 STYLE
344 S. Main
Tuei.Sat.

Walking
Welcome!

Bring in this ad for
10% off on all
services from Lori.
We have a BOO-tiful selection
of American Greetings
Halloween Cards!

Friday,
October 26, 1984
Jim S. & "Loser"
Vince & Pseudo
John S. & Gilligan
Walt & A.D.
D. Lee & Knobhead
Watson & Malibu
Andy & Miss "Quarters"
Carl & Munchkin
Brad & Pumpkin
Todd R. & Cookie
John B. & Bugs
James & Goober
Ernie & Uncle Charlie
Ed & "I want. .
Bruce & Gebo
Kevin & Strike
Alan Trammel & Stodds
Rich & Miss "Toot"
Tubby & Bugs the Skier
Mike & The Fly
Greg & Bunny
Scott & D.S.
Philip & Miss "J"
Maynard & the Dude
Kip & Flake
Doug T. & Heidro Lee
Lee O Shorty
Checker Board & Mel
Jim & Squirt

The Lakewood Couple
Mr. Date Party & Out-of-State Date
Joe "The Dude" & "The Dudette"
J.P. & Toots
Jeff R. & Ginger Rodgecs!
S.L. & Giggles
Tom & Splash
Mitch & Coach
Mark & "You Know"
Webby & FuFu
The Boo & LuLu
Smack & Juge
Steve & Wack Boink
Bob & Honey
Den & Dupe

Goofball 1 & Goofball 2
Mr. Baseball. Mr. Delt and K'V*B
Dave C. & Horace
Headbutt '1 & Headbutt "2
Du & Wlnnifred
Dug & Bruiser
Scott 6 Hank
Jeff & Flirt
Bill & Boo
Kenny K. & The P.U.S.H. Supporter
Jeff & Scoop
Mike & Top Secret
Sap & Arrow

Jeff & T.T."
Ross & Hudy D.
Lulu & Herbby
Buster & Pooh
The Greek & Tony
SAE Brother "Jim" &
Kappa Kontagious
Mr. Grant & Patient
Chet & Apt. 1
Steve & Miss Globe
Kevin O Aim
Tom & Sin
Bucky & Buckeye
Vince Walton G Mary Ellen
Karate Kid & Kevin
Rick & Jillbert
Rob G Beach Queen
Carol & Kevin
Dave H. & Honey Bear
Chip & Dale
Jim & Date
Steve & Steve
Mr. Sly & The Warrior"
Dooger & Date
Zurn & Date
Staley & Date
Greg & Teddy Bear
Joe & Dimples

Davie B. & Zoadie
The Kitchen Creeper & Me

AMERICAN GREETINGS

Owl be seeing you there

=L=

Sports
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Chips to test BG defense
Gils, the reason was the Chips
ve the better schedule.
BUT STOLZ isn't about to give
the game away without a fight.
The Falcons are coming off two

by Marc Delph
sports editor

If coach Denny Stolz carried a
wallet-sized football schedule,
the Central Michigan game
would be circled on it.
"We've been pointing to this
game," Stolz said. "We look at
our schedule too."
On the other hand, Chippewa
head coach Herb Deromedi had
his scheduled bronzed and sent
to the schedule maker as a token
of his appreciation.
"The schedule maker threw
them (CMU) the mountain when
they made their schedule," Stolz
complained. "They gave them
all the contenders at nome, and
gave old Bowling Green all the
contenders on the road."
The contenders the Chips get
at borne are BG, tomorrow at
12:40 in Mt. Pleasant, Toledo,
tied for first with CMU, rival
Western Michigan and a respectable Ohio University.
The Falcons are 4-1 in the
conference with the loss coming
at UT (17-6).
When the media picked CMU
to edge BG in the preseason

of their best performances of the
year in a 34-7 win over WMU and
last week's 28-6 victory over
Northern Illinois.
While the BG offense has been
getting all the ink with the big
numbers on the scoreboard, the
defense has practically been
overlooked though they have
given up just 13 points in two
weeks. That is, except by the
coaches.

"I don't believe (WMU head
coach) Jack Harbaugh said,
how can we have a good offense
with a great defense?" Stolz
said. "They have nothing to do

with each other. This team has
the potential to be a great defense.
"In the toughest games like
Oklahoma State and Toledo
these guys came to the surface.
We really found ourselves defensively against against Oklahoma State. Jack Harkema
(Eastern Michigan head coach)
said our team was so outstanding defensively against Okla-

homa State he didn't show that
film to his team."
The key to the Falcons' defensive success this season - a
move from dead last in the
league last year to third - is the
emergence of young talent. Unfamihars like sophomores John
Hunter, defensive end, Erik
Johnson, linebacker, and Greg
Johnson, defensive tackle ana
freshman defensive back Leslie
Harris are making names for
themselves. The whole backf ield
has improved over recent years.
"THE SECONDARY is much
more versatile than any other
secondary we've had," Stolz
said. "There's no Martin Bayless (former safety now with the
NFL's Buffalo Bills), he's a pro.
But there's six guys and I don't
know which one is better.'
The defense could be the key
to stopping CMU's two-pronged
attack. Tailback Curtis Adams
is one of the top backs in the
league as he has rushed for 614
yards in six games. And quaterback Bob DeMarco is ranked
seventh in the nation in passing
efficiency.

1

IH€\^VICIC SCLUB|H
CONGRATULATES
Steve Beeker, the winner
in a 5 county area of this
year's "Ugly Bartender
Contest" to support the
M.S. Society.
& THANKS to all those
who helped donate to this
worthy cause.

Spikers host MAC
rivals EMU, CMU
business."
On offense, BG will try to
attack the middle. If done
successfully, it will open up
the outside attack, according
to Van De Walle.
The mental aspect of the
game will be equally imporint as CMU intimidated the
Falcons with a hard-hitting
warm-up in their last meeting. Livesey said that it is
important that it doesn't happen again.
"If we want to get better as
a team, we can't get intimidated by teams anymore,"
she said.
Van De Walle agreed,
pointing out that the Falcons
must set the tempo early in
the match if they hope to
knock off CMU.
"We can't come out tentative, wondering if we can beat
them; we have to come out
knowing we can beat them,"
she said. "The first game is
always important against a
good team.
Van De Walle says she
needs good games from the
two setters, Livesey and
freshman Barb Baker, and
also middle Mockers Haewski
(29 block solos), Lynne Nibert
and - Lisa Berardinelli (43
block assists) to beat the tall
Chippewa squad. Junior Deb
Hopkins, who leads BG in
four departments, will also be
relied heavily upon.
"From our crew, we need
good performances from both
setters, they have to get the
ball to the hitters. And our
middle Mockers really need
to be on," Van De Walle said.
"But everyone's got to contribute in their roles, it's got
to be a real team effort."

by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Although they beat Dayton
with a lackluster performance Tuesday, Bowling
Green's volleyball team will
have to execute their game
plan to near perfection ifthey
hope to win this weekend's
home matches.
The Falcons face Eastern
Michigan tonight and Central
Michigan tomorrow with both
games starting at 7 in Anderson Arena.
BG beat EMU earlier this
fall but head coach Denise
Van De Walle says the Falcons don't consider a win
tonight automatic. The Hurons have improved steadily
throughout the season and
will be seeking revenge.
Co-captain Tracy Livesey,
who leads the team with 465
assists, is wary of an upset
which would be a crushing
blow to BG's 5-5 MAC record:
"Eastern's going to be after
our blood because we beat
them." Livesey said. "The
matches are very important
to our MAC standing (fifth
place)."
While EMU seeks revenge
from BG, the Falcons have ascore to settle with CMU. The
Chippewas handed BG it's
first MAC loss of the year and
are tied for second at 8-2.
Van De Walle said that she
believes CMU is beatable, but
the Falcons must do several
things well to stall the Chippewa attack.
"WE'RE GOING to have to
block well, and also serve
well to break up their offense," she said, ''if we block
well, we're going to be in

HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY
TO:

Kerri Fewell
Kathy Straub
Randi Chapman Karen Bauman
Earl Ailcers

From Pisanello's Pizza

SPORE FOR JUDGE!

AD were bom 10-28-64 and each win a pizza party
AsytM sits lent this
THURSDAY STUDENTS WITH
VALID ID ONLY
C
$2.00

•H - eej PltlMll'l

352-5166

b^i
i'f i (n i s

AT
•30 »
9:30

KM

nan, stars mtsTqa,

^^Cg^

WED. STUDENTS ONLY $2.00
EVE. - ADULTS $3.50
^ CHILDREN $2.00
BILL MURRAY
2ND BIG WEEK
AT 7:30 I
0:45

IR/&ORS FTX-.F

&3

r-$]$0

OPIN 4 p.m.

SPECIAL Any Large 16" One hem Pizza For
plus o. FREE 2 Liter btl.

of PEPSI with this
coupon. A I1020
value. Ask for when
ordering.

Ei. Hems |l ea
ChKooo Style Ema

Open 4 P.m.
FREE DELIVERY

• ••••••••••••••*

\~\L2M
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ma» V
JOJ N mam
ie»>ng C>nn OMo

352-5166

Experience IS The Difference
ELECT

Judson P. Spore
for

BOWLING GREEN

One Coupon Pe< Pino
Expires 11/30/84

Voted Best Pino. In

scj

La Crosse Team -

ja
:^pm»j^^

'

WOOD COUNTY

Juvenile-Probate Judge
Voted Most Qualified by the Wood
County Bar Association
• Judicial Experience — Eleven year* at Judge ol Per
rytburg Municipal Court
• Awarded the "Superior Judicial Service Award" ol
the Ohio Supreme Court ANNUALLY the pad SEVEN
YEARS
• Attorney TWENTY-TWO YEARS (tinea 1962)
• Raspocted mambar. American Judgat Association,
Amarlcan Judicature Society. Ohio, Wood County
and Toledo Bar Associations
• Married to Barbara,
children

they ore parents of two

• Perryiburg homeowner
Political Advertisement. Susan Yetter, treasurer; 4331. Slh
St,, ferrysburg, OH 43551
^

Saturday Ocfoster 27th
10 am. •fc D,m.

WBSlfllBJSIaillir*
Heldeltori aid w imrlle films!

Cae am u Hi Filem ind Ida mm
in M ml-iemimui centrum.
*•••*••**••***••

In the great tradition of Animal House, Up Ihe Creek combines
outrageous comedy with the biggest new college fad pastimeraft racing. The tun begins when the dean (John Hillerman)
otters (our failing students, Animal House alumni Tim Matheson
and Stephen Furst, Dan Monahan (Porky's), and Sandy
Helberg, the degrees of their choice if they win the
intercollegiate white-water raft race. Standing between the
inept foursome and victory is an Ivy League crew with plans to
use torpedoes and radio-controlled model airplanes. Up the
Creek is a crazy slapstick farce with lots of below-ihe-belt
humor, first-rate stunts and fantastic music by Cheap Trick and
the Beach Boys. If you liked Animal House, you're going to love
Up the Creek!

SUNDAY NIGHT - Oct. 28th
210 Math Science Building
7:30 and 9:30
for ONLY $2.00
All proceeds go to P.U.S.H.
(Play Units for theSeverety Handicapped)
Naffcnal project of PI Kappa Phi Fraternity
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leers face high-scoring Wolverines
by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor

Opponents get tougher and
tougher for Bowling Green's
hockey team and mis weekend the Falcons will face a
team that has outscored every team in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association
when they plav the University
of Michigan this weekend.
The 1-3 Falcons travel to
Ann Arbor. Mich, tonight for
the series first game and
return home to host tomorrow's game. The Wolverines
have scored 26 goals in four
games, seven more than the
nearest CCHA team, Michigan State.
Last weekend against Ferris State, the Wolverines put
the puck in the net 17 times
for their most productive
weekend in a league series
since playing Notre Dame in
the 1980-81 season. In that
series, UM scored 20 times,
but both teams were members of th Western Collegiate
Hockey Association.
UM owns a 3-1 record and
is tied for first place with
MSU. Look for Brad Jones to
give the young Falcon defenders a tough time. Jones
scored five goals and one
assist against FSC, earning
player of the week honors.
BG GOALTENDER Gary
Kruzich could be the
mainstay for the Falcons as
he stopped Lake Superior 65
times last week. By losing

two defenders to graduation
and two to the National
Hockey League, Kruzich has
had to adjust to a new set of
defenders in front of him.
"It's kind of hard to adjust
to new defense right away,"
Kruzich said. "All in all I'm
pleased with the defense.
There were not many rebound shots to save. They are

getting better and better every game. They have a lot of
talent and enthusiasm."
Leading the Falcons offensively are veterans Jamie
Wansbrough and George
Roll.
Wansbrough, now a iunior,
has three goals and five assists, totaling eight points.

His tally in the last week's
second game was his 60th
career goal and put him in
16th in career goals pulling
ahead of former Falcon Dan
Kane.
With a goal and an assist
last week, Roll now has 106
career points and moved into
a tie for 30th in career scoring
with Bruce Newton.
Missing in the Falcons'
lineup will be defenseman
Iain Duncan. The sophomore
sprained ligaments in his
knee a week ago last Tuesday
and has not skated since. This
weekend, he will take a cybex
test to check the strength in
his right knee.
"HOPEFULLY I will be
ready for next weekend,"
Duncan said. "I don't like
sitting out, especially when I
can help the team."
Duncan might not be able
to play, but he plans to travel
to UM today and watch the
Falcons play.
At this stage of the year,
BG head coach Jerry York
said he is looking for the
freshman to improve and
gain experience.
"Practices have been going
well all year," York said.
"The power play units look a
little better. We play a team a
notch above Ferris State and
Lake Superior (BG's only two
opponents this year) his
weekend. Patience will be the
key with the staff, players
and fans."

Falcon linksters host UM
by BUI Vojta
sports reporter

The women's golf team's season will come to a close as
Bowling Green will hosts the
Lady Falcon Invitational this
weekend. The 36-hole tournament will be held at the Forrest
Creason Golf Course tomorrow
and Sunday at 9 a.m.
This year's invitational will
be different than previous editions as the Falcons will only
compete against Michigan in an
international format. In the past
any number of teams, ranging
from four to eight, would usually
participate in the tournament.
"With the invitational this
late in the year, only a few
teams would have been able to
show up so we decided to have a
head-to-head match with the
Wolverines," coach A.J. Bonar
said.
The international format
might be short-lived as this

could be the only year in which cient game that has a great
the invitational is set up like it tradition," Bonar said. "Playing
is.
under international rules this
"I would like to hold the tour- weekend is something BG has
nament earlier next year and needed to do for a long time."
have a maximum of eight teams
playing in the invitational," BoLeading the way for the Falcons this weekend will be Gernar said.
The tournament will be alyn Repasky. Repasky has
played under international rules been a model of consistency all
with two different types of play. year while appearing in all six
tournaments. Repasky had the
ONE TYPE is called 'Scotch best round of any BG linkster by
golf' which involves two players shooting a 74 and leads the team
each from BG and UM going with a fc.9 average.
against each other. Each twoFollowing Repasky is captain
some plays with one ball while Susanne Ohlsson with a average
teammates alternate shots.
of 82.1, Laura Broadbent 82.2,
Claire Batista 82.6, Sandy
The other facet of play is Ensminger 83.2, Terri Gruner
called four-ball play. This con- 85.5, Jenny Hjalmquist, and Allisists of two players each from son Andrews 87.3
the Falcons and Wolverines
competing against one another.
Even though this year's inviThe high score on a team is tational consists of only two
thrown out and only the low teams, it should be an interestscore counts.
ing event to watch with the inter"The game of golf is an an- national format.

Cavaliers change roster
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - The
Cleveland Cavaliers placed forward Lonnie Shelton and guardforward Paul Thompson on the
injured list for the National Basketball Association team yesterday.
The team moved the players
to the injured list to meet the
deadline for a roster limit of 12
active players. Shelton, a for-

ward, and Thompson, a swing
man, will be required to miss a
minimum of five regular season
games.
Shelton, a ninth-year NBA veteran who played on Seattle's
championship team, is recovering from arthroscopic surgery
on his right knee performed Oct.
16. Thompson, who is starting
his second season, is recovering

from a fractured rib suffered in
the team's first exhibition game
on Oct. 6. Thompson was the
only Cav to appear in all 82
games last year.
The Cavaliers, with new head
coach George Karl and rookie
center Mel Turpin, open the
1984-85 season Friday night
against the Philadelphia 76ers in
Philadelphia.
IlllllillliltlWil

Marilyn R.

BAKER
for County Commissioner
Life-long resident of Wood County
Personally involved in agri-business
Elected member of Wood County
Board of Education
Holds Bachelor's and Master's degrees

It's time county government listened to you.
Marilyn Baker will!
Paid for by the Committee to elect Marilyn R. Baker
Co-chairmen J.H. Bowenand JohnF. Schulte, 5355 St. Rt. 105, Pemberville. O.

ACGFA CANDIDATE
An election will be held on Thursday, November 29, 1984, to name four (4)
undergraduate students and one (1) graduate student as at-large members of the
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations. Students who are interested
in becoming candidates for election to ACGFA are required to file a statement
of candidacy and petition forms which will be available in the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs, 305 Student Services Building, on Thursday,
October 25, 1984. Completed forms must be returned to that office by Friday',
November 9, 1984.
Candidates may be full-time or part-time students. Candidates must be
registered students for the planned term of office which is the Spring Semester
of the 1984-85 academic year. All candidates will be certified as to their
eligibility.
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PARENTS
DAY
NOV. 10*1 p.m.
BG vs OU
TICKETS ON SALE NOW

■=>

AT THE MEMORIAL HALL AND ICE
ARENA TICKET OFFICES.
MPQQOQQQQQOvOQOOOOO.O.QOOQOOOOOOO
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NBA to
open 39th
season
tonight

(AP)The Detroit Pistons, who
hope to challenge for the Central
Division championship this season despite a revamped starting
lineup, play host to the defending champion Boston Celtics
tonight to highlight the sixgame, opening-night slate for
the National Basketball Association's 39th season.
The Pistons have only two
players - Bill Laimbeer at center and Isiah Thomas at point

CUSSFB& * ret in IIJ. MMM CXAMC K> MI. »m SMCB n«»DiM
nnom CUHKD avur ut M m m i m ncnem otc r urn
w>mm nt w. M«mM KAOUC TWO MK * UVMCS rr < P.S. cuwsnrr nem
W T* FUST MT UK Of OUMC MStCUBC AM CHMOO IT KMM MTF. sCALE.
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Oct 26. 1S84

••■SAPPY BIRTHDAY TOOTSI"

AM* MEMBERS
A reminder lo set those raffle tickets today1
Please try to get tickets turned in as soon as
possmle It you haven't bean contacted, you
can can Tarry 384-7743 or Don 384-7744
and make arrangements to either pick up
tickets or turn them m Wouldn't New Orleans
Pe your ticket to excitement?
ASSOCIATION FOR CAREER WOMEN
Hungry7 Come lo the "free'' 0122a party Tuesday Ocl 30 7 30pm m 114 BA lo k«k off thta
semester s fund raiser Nol a previously scheduled IMewTIII _
ATTENTION FRIDAY MAGAZINE WRITERS'"
Meelmg at 3 p m Friday In The BG News
ollice 106 University Han New writers welcome1
ATTENTION NEW ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
MEMBERS Anyone who did not attend the
initiation ceremony on October 21 can pick up
the* certificate and key at 428 student services building
BG Jaycees- WRQN Haunted House. Annas
BIOQ Wood County Fairgrounds Oct 10.20.
Oct. 26.27. Oct 31. 7pm-12 midnight. $2 00
Admission. Matinee Oct. 28 2-Sprn. si 00
Admission
Sailing Club Mealing
We're planning tor our 1914 Regatta- coma A
get Into the action' Tonight at 9pm ' 222
MSC
The Jewish Students Group conducts Shabbal
Services every Friday evening at 6 30 pm in
the Faculty Lounge ol the Student Union AJ
interested students ft faculty are minted lo
attend For lurther mlormation on Jewish activities on campus, contact Prol Dawd Wemberg
211 Wdkams 372-2940
American Marketing Association
Midwest Regional Conference
Bowling Green Slate University is the hosl
and you are invited' Contact Joe Gottren al
384-7472 or Melody. Mueller at 384-2923 lot
more Information. Today Is the sign-up dead

LOST & FOUND
Found Umbrefa and caicukslor m Mosefy Hal.
Cat 372-0246 to dam
FOUND WATCH IN MATH SCIENCE BLDG
CALL SANDY 372-2201

Rvje needed 10 OU lor
Lynn 384 8103

INS

Alpha Chi Omega congratulates al ma sisters
who participated m the Sigma Nu Car StuH and
Kappa Olympics lor bringing home second
place overai m both events1 Also a very special
congratulations lo our Greek Goddess.
Deel FIRE1 1 Hopes' We're proud ol ai ol you'
Love The AX a

weekend' Cae

Ride neede 10 OU Athens Oct 26-28 Can
leave Thurs Fri Wl help with gut Cal Sarah 3847404

GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FOR DETAILS WRITE
ACADEMIC RESEARCH BOX 9128C TOLEDO. OH 43697
FREE into about book ' Obtain Maximum Col
legs Fmanoal Aid SCA 3641 Deal. Dap) CS.
Houston TX 77025 Phone 17131 668 7B99
TUCKER TYPING ft WORD PROCESSING
Cassette tapes, papers, resumes
Nancy 352 0809
Abortion pregnancy testa, student rates Cenlei lor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-2557769
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Andys Carl
it s never bean sard that Kappas aren't tun. a
lonite wl prove mat Kappa Drush is * 1 Get
exerted" Luv your Krushes * I a #2 P S
Thanks tor the roeea'
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Confutations Cindy and Jim' Hope the. engagement party is a good one Good luck m the
Mure We re ready lor your wedding"
Love. Amy. Denise and Ten

CONGRATULATIONS
THETA CHI FOOTBALL
ALL-CAMPUS
AND
SOCCER FOR WINNING
THEIR DIVISION

DELTA (VTA*
YOU'RE BETTER THAN WE COULD HAVE
EVER EXPECTED THANK-YOU SO MUCH
fOR SHARING YOURSELVES WITH US AND
LETTING US BE A PART OF YOU WE LOVE
YOU VERY MUCH'
LOVE. THE DELTA ZETA PLEDGES
DOUG FETTERS.
I can't wail Id tonight because I Ihmk you're out
of sight' Love your KAPPA KRUSH. BRUISER
P S HAPPY BIRTHDAY

"HAPPY SMTHOAY TOOTSI"
Beginning Mi oiogy
Advanced Mwotogy
$15 lor 6 week course
sign up m Umon Foyer
Monday Friday unlll Nov 2
10 am 4 pm

9

DU wannna win the DZ voaeybal tourney Sure
ya DU" Gel psyched for Saturday' Love, your
coaches Lon Karen and Laura
"HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOOTSI"
Eirnej McN#fn#y,
Friday n<%M It nnaNy hara. What? No VVMahty- how 'bout soffit boor? Dait party cama
up to fast. Can't wait!- wa'll hava a Mattll
Lovt. Your Kappa Kruth

BETSY PAPERHAGEN
lm so excited thai you're my BIG"
Love Phyfjs
BG LACROSSE TEAM IS 11.1-01 KEEP IT UP!
WIN THAT FALCON CUP SAT!
BOB PARENT
Looking lorward to a convivial lime with the one
who has enamored me lor the past live weeks!
Love Your Kappa Kiush

F.ALCON HOUSE
3 day sale
Athletic shoes & apparel
140 E WoosterSt

BRAO LODGE ANO RICH WEILANO.
TO THE KAPPA KRUSH YOU WILL GO. WITH
THE GIRLS YOU HARDLY EVEN KNOW GET
PSYCHED GET READY. CUZ IT S GONNA BE
FUN AREN T YOU GLAD YOU'RE THE ONE"
PUMPKIN AND YOUR NEIGHBOR

Road RaHy Nov 3 Be there*
Road RaHy Nov 3 Be (here1
Road Rely Nov 3 Be there'

BREW CREW 'CHAMPS'
WE HAD FUN. 9-1
LETS CELEBRATE IT RIGHT
BREW CREW BASH SAT NIGHT'

"MA»»Y ■WTMOAY TOOT*!"
Stop and s*pn a postcard, help stop acid rain
Union Forum t=IG
"HAPfY ■MTOIOAY TOOTSI"
GO GROOVALONE SUGAR BUNS GALS.
UPS HASKWS. EDWIN PEPE AND OF
COURSE MARTY
Good luck KAPPA SIGMA lour teem' Were
cheering lor you Love. THE STAROUSTERS

BRUCE PAYNE SO GLAD YOU 8 WALDO
COULD MAKE IT TO THE KAPPA KRUSH
GET PREPARED FOR A REAL GOOD TIME
LOVE YOUH KAPPA KRUSH

Slop and sign a postcard, help stop
Urwon Forum EIQ

BCKJ

Greg Sarhis-an
Roses are red. Violets are blue. Thta Kappa m
psyched lor Kappa Krush with you1 T B '
Halloween Cards al
JEANS N THINGS
531 R«dge

ram

HALLOWEEN PARTY
Wednesday. Oct 31
Pmes lof Best Costumes
Octane Punch
MAIN ST
18 Yr Olds Welcome

"HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOOTSI"
Chrlssy: You are the beat Big Sis anyone
could ask lor! I love yalFrom your Little Hal
COME SEE THE BEST LOOKING MEN IN BG
AT THE LACROSSE GAME SAT - 10 30 AT
THEIR TOURNAMENT AT THE MTRAMURAL
FIELDS

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHOAY TOOO McROBERTS
Can you thank ol a better way lor you to spend
your Birthday'' Be prepared lo getroped and
i«d and lo find out al along I've tad about who
your DG Kidnapper w* be Tomght you wd
Know my .dtnWy'

Congratulations Annette Everson on your engagement 10 'The Boy next door" You sure
surprised us all We wish you happmass aiways' Love ft APT. Your KD sralers

Hay AOPI't
Be prepared tor a Irifht causa the tnatee art
ready lo party lontght-Sigma NuMDPI Haltoweon Costume Party
Hay AXO't Gel ready lo lake home the 1st
piece tiophy tn the OZ Voaeybal Tournament on
Sal I We know you can do it' Your OZ coaches
Karen. Pam and Sue

12 Evening, in
Livorno
13 Fulda tributary
21 Sluggard
22 Boggy land
25 Morochieltains
26 Moslem officials
27 Predilection
28 Crlbbage needs
29 Com m
Cuemaveca
M Tokyo, formerly
32 Fall flowat
33 Tiller sound
38 wwi plane
36 Household
member
37 Island oil Galway
39 Pilot of 38 Down
40 Less constrained
48 Fraternity letter
at Coal or linen
48 Called lor
49 Flat, even eurtace
80 Made ol a certain
wood
81 Nesting place
82 Aaron ol baseball
83 Nothing. In
Negate.
84 Egyptian god of
life
55 its symbol Is Fe
86 Unaccompanied
performance
57 At any lima
88 Joinl of a sort
is

1*

Hey FtGI's. Get psyched lor the DZ voaeybar)
tournament on Saturday
Love your DZ coaches
HEY HALLOWEEN FANS:
PARTY
COSTUME
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
BATCHELDER
BE THERE
CRAZYI
Hey Phi Dells
We're reedy lor a victory tomorrow-are you''
Get psyched lor some fun1 Good luck' Love.
Your DZ coaches. Kan. Wendy. Amy. Eva

"HAPPY BIRTHOAY TOOTSI"

ATOS
GOODLUCK IN THE VOLLEYBALL TOURNA
MEN! ON SATURDAY YOU'RE THE BEST
AND WE KNOW THAT YOU'LL BE FANTASTIC
WE LOVE YOU YOUR OZ COACHES ELLENPAM ANOOENfSE

HEY PHI TAUB.
GET PSYCHED TO BUMP. SET. SPUE THIS
SATURDAY! BRING HOME THE TROPHY!
DZ LJOVE, YOUR COACHES

"HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOOTSI"
"HAPPY BIRTHOAY TOOTSI"
Indoor swimming saunas, whirlpool
plus much much more Come lo
Main SI Sat rate tor your
chance to wm
Mam SI French Quarter Ralfle

I TOOK A FISHHEAD OUT TO BEE A MOVIE
ANO I DIDN'T HAVE TO PAY TO GET IT IN.
LAMBOA CHI ALPHA— BONO Of THE CENTURY VERBH
JEFF JOHNSTON GOOD JOB WITH HOMECOMING ANO CAR STUFF The Brothers ol
Sigma Nu
JIMMY GAVARONE YOU'RE THE GREATEST
GOALIE THE LACROSSE TEAM COULD ASK
FOR GOOD LUCK ON SATURDAY- WISH I
COULD BE THERE I LOVE YOU ANO MISS
YOU LOTS JOYCE
Jrm ShallerWhat a weekend thre wil be'
Fun lun lun- you wsl see
Drink dance and drink some more
Oh. no Where's the door"'"
Thai doesn't matter.' we a both say.
We II be outside m the hay.
Be prepared to party all night
Cur the Kappa s always do rl nghl"
"HAPPY BIRTHOAY TOOTSI"
Joe Barros Hava you guessed who your Kappa
Krush dale 1a yef See you lorvgW
Jordie.
Don't forget lo steal III people's lun tonight Looking lorward lo some serious headbuttlng. Love, your KKO crush.
J P (now an active
Ready lo get "out
Krush Party Get
situation ' Love ya1

Sigma Nu).
ol control' at the Kappa
psyched lor the "party
Tools

KAPPA KRUSH IS FINALLY HERE
Gel enctled aa 7 draws neerll
Karen- one month for you and less for me. then
19 we both wi be I cent wart tor Motown
night' Shan we drmk Bud or Mraer Lite' Not
Lowen Brau I cant stand it' Jodi
K0 V-Bal learn
Good luck in the DZ V-Bal lournamanl This
year we want Itrsl piece' Lei's show everyone
our KD Sprit'
The K0 s
Kenny K.Fnday the 26th has finally arrived yet I know
next week we" be hard lo survive But the Kappa
Krush we surely sooth any or al of those officer
blues Wei cheer to me. then lo you with the
sweet swsei taste ol Makbu' See you at
seven. Your Kappa Kruah
Kim Long. CortgrMiaeaona on your engagement
to Tommy We're so exc4ed lor the both ol
you" Besl ol luck m the future, m every
POS5.0IO way' Amy and STave
^^
KIM A RICH
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
CELEBRATE
LOVE YOU LOTS, YOUH ROOMIES
Road Raly Nov 3-Be there'
Road Raly Nov 3-Be there'
Road Raty Nov 3 Be there'

•HAPPY BIRTHOAY TOOTSI*
Lulu
The word ol the night a PSYCHED!
Herbby your suck -lace- buddy
Lydla Peganleo, Congratulations on your n
low Lose, your Phi Mu Sisters.
MAIN ST FRENCH QUARTER RAFFLE
Two lun teed mghla. plus $100
spending allowance Don't mraa
your cahnce to wm'
Mam St SAiurdeyNUe

at
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WITH THIS AD

f-ctoaw nol apply to Sptciah)
Goodtttru 11/03/84

SHE'S HERE
SORORITY GREEKBUSTERS
T-SHIRTS 3544112

Kappa Srga Get e-ciled for the OZ voaeybal
toutnamenl on Saturday Goodtuck. your DZ
coaches

Mark YOU ARE WONDERFUL"' Jual wanted
lo remind you
Love. Laura
Meatmen
GJad you tnaty made it it BG Gat payched lor a
great weekend' Rerrternber I love you KO

M

THE FIRST MISS BGSU MEETING WILL BE
HELD OCTOBER 28. 1084 FROM 8 10 PM
LOCATION WILL BE THE ALUMNI ROOM OF
THE IrNrON ANY QUESTIONS OR CONFUCTS. PLEASE CONTACT UZ —
372 5800. OR JILL - 372 3308

"HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOOTS!"

LKtle Bo Peep,
Hope you re payched lor tonight' Thie gangster
cant wart to commit crimes of passion1 Love
your 00 Kirjnepar

•2.00 OFF
ANY DINNER

Pr» Deris Alpha Gams, and PI Kappa
The K D s are ready lo party torvoht so gel
psyched lor s wed tea' See you there' Love
THo KD s

Propers now lor the ORE.
Call the Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Center at 536-3701

Rich. It has been 1 GREAT year, Whet tears
can I aay oiceot that I tote you. Lots ol Love.
Kim
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"HAPPY BIS-fTHOAY TOOTSI"
•** Order el Omega Mimsin ••■
loday is Ihe day' Join all of our lun members
at Mttton's TODAY from 5-7p.m.
See you all morel

WHO TOOK THAT PICTURE OF THE PHI
TAUt FOR THE PHONE BOOK??l

T-SHIRTS -' T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE QUALITY GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS354 JIJ96

Lee Kappe Krush we" sure be greet Only a tew
more hows lo wail Da is voua* Have we been
here before? You know who I am, but not
what s m store So gel psyched lor out lire!, the
night wsl go fast cause a Kappa got a crush,
and « s gonna be a basal1 Love Knobhoad

.

ITS TIME
JSM SHERCK lor CONGRESS

WE LOVE YOU BG LAXERS' CONGRATULATONS ON YOUR UNOEFEATEO RECORD'
GOOO LUCK IN YOUR TOURNEY SAT' LOVE
YOUR GROUPIES. ANITA. PEGGY. JOYCE.
MEG. GINA. CATHY a MARILYN

21 YEAR OLDS
Learn how to make drmks Sign up for begin
nmg or advanced mmorogy rmmcourses In the
Union loyer or UAO office. 10-4 For more
information, cal 2-2343

LARRY BUD MELMAN HERE""
Yes December 2
Cal UAO

1

"HAPPY BsRTHDAY TOOTSI"
One mass needs apt or house lo share rent
352-0079 Ask lor Dave, leave phone number
il not there

Gel payched for a tun nighti Are we nevmg lun
yet1 Love Your Kappe Kruah

Hey Pi Kappa
Goodkicii with PUSH week' You guys are
great & I love you bunches' Can't wail lo see
some skm al Mamstreel' HA-HA OZ love.
Coaeon

•HAPPY BIRTHOAY TOOTS!'

11

• 'HAPPY BaRTHOAY TOOTSI * *

be at forward instead of Cedric
Maxwell.
Cleveland is counting on a
rookie center, Mel Turpin.
The debuts of Akeem Olajuwon of Houston and Sam Perkins of Dallas are the featured
attractions of CBS's seasonopening game tomorrow, but
perhaps the rookie getting the
most attention in preseason was
Olympic hero Michael Jordan of
the Chicago Bulls.

PHI KAPPA TAU V-BALL TEAM
OUf
STRATEGIES WILL PROVE TO BE THE BES"
WHEN YOU PUT YOUR V-BALL TECH
NrQUES TO THE TEST YOUR COLORS Will
PROVE TO BE BOLD WHEN YOU TAKI
HOME THE TROPHY OF GOLO GOOO LUC!
CHAMPS' DZ LOVE. Your Coaches
"HAPPY BsltTHDAY TOOTSI"

LAMBOA CHI ALPHA
QUOTE Of THE WEEK.
"THOSE WHO CAN. . . 00
THOSE WHO CAN'T. . .

H
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Hey DeeOeea.
Gel psyched lor the V ban tourney Your DZ
coaches Mesasa. Etoabeth and Mary

DEAR CHIO'S—
We are very sorry for causing a disturbance al
your dale party We slopped m on our way lo
the bars by our own free wl DEE-GEE DID
NOT INVITE US! Sorry again lor the mconw
ence • Your uisnvaed guests

AnNa A Bob. Congrats on your engagement.
Two Alpha Sio-DG waddings In one year. Do
you think mom can handle II? We'll see you
in the White House (148 s. CoHogo)! Carl

DOWN
1 Judges bench
2 Copper producing
slate
3 Actress Louisa
4 Bos
5 "AH
ihat'a
going
flRodoorope
7 Cart am teenager
8 In the know
9 Great Barrier.
lor one
10 Bore
11 Wat blanket a
cousin
1

Congratulations Maynard
You made it' Tonight is the night Gel payched.
we are going 10 have the time ol our Irvea Love.
Your Kappa Kruah '

Male Smith.
I have heard of the game you have played to
find out my name But my Kappa Staters are
true and there wi be no dues. Jurat bo reedy
lor a great trie tonight" Your Kappa Kruah

ITS TIME
JsM tMMX FOB CC44QBES8

47 WordCJCheer
49 In need ol the sun
51 Getting up with
dad?
59 File's companion
60 Mothers helpers.
Eastern style
61 Range
82 Sulln denoting
action
83 Recipient
MOIlvegenus
85 Managed 10 make
a living (with
>
"out")
86 Concerning
67 Standard

1

Hey Beta Super Sprkers- Get psyched lor the
DZ voseybaa tournament' You're #1' Love.
Your Coaches Debbie Diane » Karen

ANASTASIO I kepi trymg to lei you that Friday
leafy wascomrng' Congraajlahona'

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Noils, ends.
or
5 Knight wear
10 Eilelenco
14 lake
from ma"
18 River near
the Louvre
16 Ok) a Rich Little
Imitation
17 Zola title
18 -Marry In
.
repent."
19 Author Vldal
20 Monk's ancient
vehicles'
23 Strong wagon
24 Conger
25 Beepeckle
29 Desk set Item
31 Scholar's last
Abbr.
34 Seeeyetoeyt
38 Hurried off
37 Church pan
36 Author Philip 1
Iron?
41 Louis
42 Roman states.
man. 234149 B.C
43 Street show
44 Ship'scourse
45 Salmon or
snapper
46 Middle. British
style

Congrelulahons Leah on your AGO TKE pinning
10 Rich The 1st AGO Pledge pinned, way lo
go" WE rove ya. AGO QammBuelers

DAVE STEWART
Its lime lor kidnap1 Wei have LOTS of lun'
Love. Your Dee Qee Kionappar

Byron Horter- Congratulations on you 3rd place
vi the Kappaion Javefen Throw
Luv Chris I always keep my prorrssos'

SERVICES OFFERED

phia at Atlanta, New Jersey at
Cleveland, Washington at Indiana, Los Angeles Lakers at
San Antonio, Portland at Kansas
City, Chicago at Milwaukee,
Golden State at Denver and the
Los Angeles Clippers at Utah.
Detroit will meet a Boston
team that also will field a new
starting lineup. Guard Gerald
Henderson was traded to Seattle
and will be replaced by Danny
Ainge. while Kevin McHale will

Alpha Sigs
The DZ tournament is here again and you guys
are my lavorile men Although I'm not your
coach ifss year 11 still be at your game to
cheer Without pregame drinks ol vodka and
gm I hope thai tins year you guys wm
Low, your resident OZ

• • BREW CREW • • •
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING INTRAMURAL CHAMPS! WHAT'S A GREEK ANYWAY?
YOU'LL ALWAYS BE it TO US'" YEAH
CREW!! YOUR DEVOTED FANS. DEBBIE 8
RENEE
• • ' BREW CREW • • •

RIDES

posted an NBA-best 6-1 preseason record, including a 115-113
decision over the Celtics.
Elsewhere today. Atlanta is at
New Jersey, Cleveland at Philadelphia, Washington at Chicago,
Utah at Seattle and Phoenix at
Golden State.
TOMORROW'S OPENERS include a nationally televised afternoon game matching Houston
at Dallas, followed at night by
Detroit at New York, Philadel-

CONGRATULATIONS
GUIDO FATICA
LAMBOA CHI ALPHA
BROTHER OF THE WEEK

PERSONALS

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

guard - starting in the same
positions they did last season,
when they made the playoffs for
the first time since 1977. A third
All-Star, Kelly Tripucka, is moving over from forward to guard
to take the place of John Long,
an unsigned free agent.
Terry Tyler is one forward
starter for the Pistons, while
Dan Roundfield, acquired in a
trade with Atlanta, is the other.
Despite the changes, the Pistons

Mate GrsTrro
Taquea and Strawberries
Oh what a parr
Tonight you I be kidnappad
So you better beware
MkeLucke
A borrowed lavor. never returned n you remember thra- my name you've teamed' Find the
Kappa allhaendollhiaclueShewrlhavaa
crueh on you'
(
Kappa Kruah 94

Feck A
Seems kke we've gone through a lot m the peat
two months- tvjmecoming. hayrtde tale nights"1
tarka. and of course our omagteementa- but it s
al been worth the tun' It doesn't stop here cuz
lonighl we're gonna get wed drinking and
dancing (No passing out or lemting) I'm looking
lorward lo "roang m the hay'' with you al the
Kappa Krush Heyndel I love ya' JA
P S • Let s leave the "pram free" « home.
okay''
Room ScNundt Jenny Band and Jenny Role
You guys are the GREATEST' Love ya' Cmdy
Hey SAE. Do you remember me at the beech
party lea'' The flowered dress is wtiet I wore
The dele party detmitery won l be a bore
Love. You Kappa Krush

T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS ■ ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM PARTIES ETC
FAST SERVICE QUALITY GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354 3098

WANTED
Guitarist and Bass Guitarist needed to start
bend 352-0979 ask lor Dave or Anna Leave
name and phone number il nol there
Male roomate needed Spring Semester 542
Fruee Apt 421 $109 99 mo plus electric
354 8874
Wanted 1 Inmate roommate needed tor Spring
semester Close lo campue' Cal 352 7086
F. SMITE NEEDED
•120 A HON. PLUSUTIL
CALL RATRINA 354-7061

"HAPPY BsHTHOAY TOOTSI"

WANTED Mature people mteresled m playmg D
A D Fn or Sat nights Beginners welcome cal
3541051

Sanies commg tarty al Mem St A weekend for
two and SI00 can be yours Mem St Saturday
nighl Be There'

HELP WANTED

Scorl Mc. You are Ihe strangest parson' I
mean
I can understand a dog*ut-a buttertryi
Strange detmitery strange'
L Buddy
SHOW YOUR HOUSEPARENTS HOW MUCH
YOU LOVE THEM VOTE IN THE DZ HOUSEPARENT CONTEST TODAY' IN THE BA BLDG
ANOUNTV HALL
SIGEPS
GET PSYCHED SO EPS
CUZ SOON YOU'LL SEE
A CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY
FROM THE DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNY
LOVE YOUR COACHES. TRISH, OANEEN I
JOANNE
SIGEPS
WE KNOW WITCH' BROTHERS ARE OUR
FAVORITE SPOOKS' NO OTHER GUYS
STAND A GHOST OF A CHANCE' GET PSYCHED FOR A WILD HALLOWEEN WEEKEND
GOODLUCK WfTH HAUNTED HOUSE' WE
LOVE YOUt'
THE OOLDENHEARTS
SKULANU'I,
The nets are set. and we 3 bet. your teerrmabe
the GREATEST yet' Love. Your DZ Voaeybal
Coaches
"HAPPY seRTHOAY TOOTSI"
Dave and Chat.
Torughfa the nohl your raary big dale You
better be ready cause rts gonna be greet Your
Kappa dates are reedy lor you. and we have
your very first clue a 1 Go lo the KKG house
Iback doorl al 6 45pm lo pick up clue 42
STOP ANO SIGN A POSTCARD. HELP STOP
ACID RAIN UNION FORUM EIQ
Sundance presents
Long Island Iced Tea and any Margarita
For only It 80
Thanks lo Ihe guys of Delta Upaaon who
participaled m me Olympic Kappaion We lad
lun' Love your coaches- Laura and Saae
THE BROTHERS Of ALPHA TAU OMEGA
CONGRATULATE KEVIN GAFFNEY ON HIS
I AVAl It RING TO PAM PARISH YOU KNOW
WHAT'S NEXT' YOUR ATO BROTHERS
THE PLEDGES OF SIGMA PHI EPSA.ON ARE
PSYCHED FOR THE HAUNTED HOltSE AND A
GREAT HALLOWEEN PARTY WITH THE
GOLDEN HEARTS

Day hours 5am 4pm avaaeOte 20-25 hours per
week mmenurn McDonalds 1470 E Woosler
SI BG Apply in person
EARN S400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE
PROGRAM FROM
HOME NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION' FREE
DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LACUNA'S P.O
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 608250791
Government Jobs
«16,559-50.553/yr
Now hiring. Your area
Call S0S-6I7-4OO0 Ell. R-0I4U
Parson to take video feme of special events or,
campus Some esperience required Saturday
afternoon 6 one night a week maximum time
required Cal 352-0195. or 352-3703 lor
fMaftIMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS
STUDENT ACTIVIST
Tho Otto Pubic Interest Campaign is hiring
bright, articulate and dedicated people lo stsll
our community education program OP1C is
lighting lo hold down sky rocketing energy
costs, control tone waste m our envrronmenl
and work places and also lo relorm home and
farm loreclosure laws Part hme employment
possrjr* Hours are approximately 1pm lo 10
pm M-F Starting salary SI80 wk Travel and
advancement possible Cal lor an interview
appt 241-0003
Work lor social and eco
norrac justice and gel paid lor if

FOR SALE
Garage sale Saturday only Oam- 2pm 934
Partridge Lane Typewriters, exercise bikes.
3x4 It mirror, drapos.oct
FOR SALE NORDrCA SKI BOOTS
SIZE 10 VERY GOOO CONO
CALL BRETT AT 354-7217
For sale Bumper pool table, cues, and bees In
good cemdmon Greet for hat houses $60. cal
berh at 352-8821 or 372-2880
Free choir & hasock with sols bed • very good
condition SI 10. ski package $05 ■ good for
bagirwiors 352-4915 after 6pm

THE SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA WISH GOOO
LUCK TO AU. TEAMS PARTICIPATING IN THE
1984 VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT'

FOR RENT

Thsta Chla: Finally, the wild A craxy HeUew
ten tea Is here, at) let's get eeyclted anc
party all mtell
Lovo-the Alpha Xl't

AU OUT OF HALLOWEEN COSTUMES. NOW
RENTING SANTA CLAIM COSTUMES AT
eTMW

To til our friends on the Lecroaal TeemOood Luck on latureey. You're Ihe gr
I
Tom Oellaehei, keep up the great! work! need
Luck In the lacroeee tournament en Satttrdayl I love youl itstma
Tom Jack ae
Hey Pardner the day has arrived
Yes. Kidnap is here
I hope you're ready lo drmk
Plenty ol beer
Your Okies wA arrive
In plenly of time
So gel payched to have
A wed ol erne'
Love Your DO Kidnapper
To my lavorile Qrave Digger:
This la rout hoooay! Here a great lleslowaenl
And remember you mean more to me than
words can aay.
All my Wve. Property ol DRt.
Tony Kafcch-- Thanks to my president there's no
need to be fteenanl. see you at seven so don't
be rate. Itas Kappa Krush party promeas to be
1st rale'
To the two Mac Weal R.A s with rooks en
thek ttngere: Judy end Merle. Cotveratusettene on your snaagomonlel I'm sure you ami
make two guys very happy.
A1
To Todd R. « John B.. Roeee are reft violets
ereatue Kaeeat have a crush en you Some
guys would smile: others would Mush;
pteoee forgive al this mush, but data early
tatte la drawing near. It'll be painless- please
don't teer.
SUB cuHogt? Good! Your KKO Crushes
-TOUR TEAM RIOERSGOOOLUCK ON YOUR TRIP THsS WEEKEND
WE KNOW YOU CAN 00 IT
ANO REMEMBER - QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE" YOUR
KAPPA Sk3 BROTHERS

"IWPY SsOTHPAY TOOTSI"
"I4A|»PY asfmssVSY TOOTSI"
"■srVm BstmaTMY TOOTSI"

Someone lo lubleass Elf Apt
race, quiet, etudtous. atmosphere
Rent negotiable, alerting Jan I
cal 3548525
NEEDED EITHER MALE OR FEMALE TO
SUBLEASE HOUSE SECOND SEMESTER
WITH 4 OTHER PEOPLE. HOUSE HAS MICROWAVE. WASHER 4 ORYER, ANO MANY
MORE EXTRAS. CALL 354-7933 FOR
DETAILS.
2 bdrm apt lo rent or sublet dose lo campus
S225imo nerjoMbk) Cal 354-7388 or m
pure el 1048 N Main 4118
Hal house lo sublet Spring Sem
1 block from campue
2-4 people 354-3305
1 or 2 person apartment avelable lor subtense
Winter semester Close lo campue 384-3231
Down ha* ot house evaeable now for the
balance ol school year 1 or 2 bedrooms Near
campue Large, vary good condition
352-7385
One vacancy, male samor grad double room,
private entrance, kitchen-- dose to urwv
3627238
Need a Garage for a Car or Storage'
CM 352-4589
1 rmte needed mmedujtely to sublease Low
rent UU spat 4 ways Jeff or Joe 352-2810
ANttafFB Tfl PRFVIftUS. PUZZLE

mnt inn
ianm niinn
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Weird and Wacky
Seasonal Faces
*

Inside:
tf

The Razor's Edge"
''Pink Collar Workers"
Halloweening In BG
Tasty pumpkin cookies
Costume selections
Top singles and LPs

PRINTING & IMPRINTING
CHECK OUR PRICES
'POSTERS
* TABLE TENTS

COPT SHOP

J&
M%SL

352-4068
* FLYERS
Mr3 \
2 117 E. Court St.
* TROPHIES and <£\\J
PLAQUES
^4^

-TIB B6 laws MagazineThe beauty of Athens
Hundreds of BGers will join their OU friends down south this weekend,
but there's more to do than i.U the Halloween bash

Make your own fun in BG
Far those sticking around. Halloween CAN be a good time. Many
campus groups are planning thrills and chills of their own.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■..■5

1 ill ii; ill
October 25.26,27

What am I gonna wear?
For those still pondering over their Halloween costumes, there's still
time and places to go for assistance.

Aces

Cover Ptwtoc Masks In the Holiday Costume Shop are among the faces of the
Halloween season...See story, page 7.
Friday photo* by Alex Hwvath and Jim Youl.

•FrMay/TlM N lavs Mmzlie
Marcella Grande
EMW
Chris Foran

ft
Jim Youil

Eight

BriMlcs Edllir
Andrea Schlndler

HMVrttw

ftisl. aripllct EfJltir

Friday magazine Is a weekly publication of The BO News, 106 University Hal, Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.

Thursday

CASEY'S
"Where quality originates"

Buy one SINGLE at the
regular price, and get
the second FREE
■ s* expires 11/5/84 «■ — — — ■■

Mug It Up
Collect a
set NOW!

FRIDAY
Roast Beef Platter
$3.50
FREE DELIVERY

SATURDAY
Burrito Special
Vegetarian or Beef
$3.00

PAGLIAI'S
PIZZA
MS South Ua>< St

352-7571
Free Oeinery from 11 em Daey

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.1

Saturday
Friday

210 N. Main

No Cover

Don't Print It.
FuturecopyK...
Atkinko's.
For virtually all your reproductions
Thesis / Dissertation
Transparencies
Mailing Labels
Reductions
Resumes
Flyers
354-3977
325 E. Wooster
(Across from Taco Bel 1)

kinko's
Futuracoptas. 1t)day...at Klnkc/s.
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Murray cuts the humor in 'Razor's Edge'
by Chris Foran
Don't let the somberpublicity scare
you away from "The Razor's Edge,"
Bill Murray's new film. If you like the
old Murray, the "Saturday Night
Live" Murray, the "Stripes" Murray
and/or the ''Ghostbusters" Murray,
you might like this one even more.
Though the emphasis in 'Razor's
Edge' is on Murray the serious actor,
Murray the clown is pervasive
throughout the movie, giving the film
a casual air and an added charge in
theprocess.
The film is co-scripted by Murray
and director John Byrum and adapted
from W. Somerset's Maugham's
novel. It opens as flippant thrill-seekers Larry barrel] (Murray) and Gray
Maturin (James Reach) go off to join
an America volunteer ambulance

corps in Europe during World War I.
The Great War turns out to be not so
great after all. After seeing a comrade (played by Murray's brother,
Brian Doyle-Murray) sacrifice his life
to save others, Larry embraces what
he feels is a second chance at life.
For him, the end of the war is the
beginning of a search for the answers
to life's big questions - a search which
takes him back to France and eventually to a Tibetan lamasery. His
fiancee Isabel (Catherine Hicks), who
cant reconcile her love with Larry's
unpretentious thirst for living, marries Gray and moves to Paris, under
the paternal wing of a rich uncle
(Denholm Elliott).
Larry, returning to Paris, renews
his friendships with Gray and Isabel.
The three run into Sophie (Theresa

Russell), an old friend from America
whose disastrous life has led her to
drugs and prostitution. Together, she
and Larry try to make something of
their lives, and the results give all
concerned new perspective.
Despite some very slow going due in
part to its complex plot, "Razor's
Edge" has several things going for it.
The dialogue is generally fresh, and
the smart attention to the 1920s and
1930s detail gives the movie a distinct
authenticity. Byrum competently displays his panoramas of Europe and
Asia without making it look too much
like someone's summer vacation
slides.
Much of the acting is exceptional.
Doyle-Murray, as Larry's wartime
protector and soulmate, grabs the
screen in his first few moments. Rus-

sell, as a woman brutalized by life yet
yearning for more, fires off a display
of breathless acting bravado that is
stunningly moving.
Of course it's Bill Murray who is the
attraction, and in the end it's BUI
Murray who makes "The Razor's
Edge" worth a look. Without denying
his comic roots, he delivers a full and
rich performance.
By film's end, his performance presents an interesting counterpoint to
his traditionally wackier roles. The
transparent pathos of Nick Winter,
the lounge singer character Murray
crafted so expertly on "Saturday
Night Live." bursts forth in "The
Razor's Edge," giving that comic
character complimentary depth and
showing that Murray, like his "SNL"
counterparts, can deliver.

Female professionals
spotlighted in play
by Shelly Trusty

,

;

When people order dinner at a restaurant, explain how they would like their
hair done or buy a new coat, they often forget about the people who carry out
their commands - the pink collar workers.
"Pink Collar Workers," a series of one-act plays will be performed at
various oiHjight locations in Bowling Green. They are directed by Dr. Lois
Cheney of the School of Speech Communication.
" 'Pink Collar Workers' is about women working in traditional women's
Pink Collar Workers, a series of four one-act plays performed on location in
Bowling Green, deals with the problems and experiences of working women. The
first performance was Wednesday at (1 hi man's, 101 S. Main St.

FWOAY/*n Yo»*2|

Louise Kapp Howe (Nan Edgerton). the central figure In the Elizabeth Steele plays,
talks about work as a department store sales clerk with Margie (Mary Baughman), an
older woman who feels that the store Is her home.

jobs. It deals soley with their problems and experiences at work." Cheney said,
'These women are individuals - human beings - that should be treated as
human beings."
"We seldom look at them, we seldom talk to them, we just give orders to
them and expect those orders to be carried out. If they don't do as we say, we
Decome impatient,"
impaueni, sne
become
she saia.
said.
The play was originally written as a four-act play,, but Cheney is treating
treatin
"Snglish
each act as if it is a one-act play. Elizabeth ''Libby" Steele, an Englis
professor at the University of Toledo, adapted the play from "Pink Collar
Colla
Workers: Inside the World of Women's Work," a book written by Louise Kapp
Howe.
The play deals with Louise Kapp Howe interviewing women about their lives.
Louise is a constant character throughout the plays, but she is not always
played by the same actress.
Cheney said she chose to do the play on location in order to break up the
division of audience and players.
"After the play is over the cast will come into the audience and discuss the
problems that these workers face," Cheney said.
Cheney added that she is hoping to get workers in to see the plays and to
discuss the problems they face on the job.
Two of the remaining three plays in the series are "Waiting Tables,"
Wednesday, Oct. 31 at 8 p.m. at Kaufman's, 1628 E. Wooster; and "The
Beauticians," Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 8 pjn. at Monty's Hair Fashions, 124 W.
Wooster.
The last play, "Homemaker! Homemaker!," will be presented as part of the
"Pink Cottar workers: Women at Work" conference on Saturday, Nov. 10 at
9:30 a.m. at Bowling Green High School. All plays are free and open to the
public.
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Jaycees taunt and haunt with Horror Fest '84"
by Leane Costello
In the midst of all the fall pleasantries - Saturday tailgate parties, cider and
donuts, the smell of burning leaves and hayrides - there stalks a feeling of
impending doom... "Horror Festival '84."
The Bowling Green Jaycees and local radio station WRQN are co-sponsoring
"Horror Festival '84," a haunted house at the Wood County Fairgrounds on
West Poe Road. The festival started the weekend of Oct. 19 ana continues
through Oct. 26 and 27. Hours are from 7 p.m. to midnight and from 2 to 5 p.m.
on Sunday, Oct. 28. Also, a special presentation will take place Halloween
night. Tickets are $2 at the door and $1.50 with a coupon that will appear in the
News next Tuesday.
The annual haunted house has been a major fundraiser for the Jaycees since
1976. According to Randy Sanner, member and former Jaycees president,
"Horror Festival '84" has been the most successful operation of its kind of the
three or four in the area.
As "victims" wait in line, the apprehension shows on their faces long before
the trek through the narrow, pitch-black maze of corridors. The gruesome
scenarios of a mad scientist sawing human flesh and creepy grave robbers are
two of the ghastly surprises that could make the curliest or perms go straight.
No one can ignore the silence intermittently shattered by growls, screams and
wicked roars of laughter amidst the eerie strains of organ music. The guides
are clearly amused by every frightful minute a visitor experiences.
Members of the University American Marketing Association and its Honors
Society work with Jaycee members as guides and actors in the seven
petrifying scenes. AMA member Gary Mastin thoroughly enjoys his guide
duties.

DO YOU LIVE HERE?

"Last night, (Oct. 19) one kid screamed non-stop the whole way through,"
Mastin said, laughing. "It was great!"
Sanner has been coordinating the haunted house operation for the past five
years and has had his share of experiences with petrified patrons.
"It's fun to get the chance to see people's reactions to different situations,"
he said. "Macho high school football players will grab the guides' hands at the
first dark hallwayT
"Two years ago, three girls sat straight down during one scene and flatly
refused to move, even after the actor took off his mask, ,rSanner said.' 'We had
to shut down the house for 15 minutes to take care of them."
Parts of bodies strewn across the ground, bloody corpses, flying bats and
freaky ghouls are just a few of the unpleasantries that patrons will encounter

FRIDAY/** roull

Visitors to Hie Bowling Green Jaycees haunted house at the Wood County
Fairground-- .re surprised by some of the annex building's ghoulish Inhabitants.

B.G. It's Hot Dog & Chili Weather. For the
BEST Chili & Chili Dogs in Town Come to

KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY

BJ.'s Food Emporium

709 S. Main
is clean, competitively priced, open 24 hrs.

143 £ faster
352-7603

B.G. DRIVE-THRU
^

Why Walk Through
{
when you can Drive Through?

BEER
=
STATE
s
"" "° MINIMUM
(the government doesn't allow us
to sell you beer any less)
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Athens area offers more than OU

by Jeff Keene

,

The months of September through
December are particularly beautiful
in Ohio. During these autumn months,
leaves expose their last breath of life
before succumbing to the silence of
winter.
Each fall, and especially during
Halloween, many students take to the
highway and head to Ohio University
and Hocking Hills. Since this weekend
marks the annual Halloween festival
at OU, many students will spend the
weekend in Athens. They will throw
their costumes in the car. pack their
sleeping bags and leave the flatlands
and cornfields of Bowling Green behind to head for Hocking Hills.
Hocking Hills encompasses parts of
three counties and numerous lakes,
parks and tourist attractions. Athens,
Ohio is snuggled deep in the heart of
Hocking Hub on the bank of the
twisting Hocking River and is home to
16,000 Ohio University students.
OU is known as a party school, but
the real partying does not start until
Halloween rolls around. At Halloween, Ohio University is transformed
into the Mardi Gras of the midwest.
But the party in Athens isn't the only
reason to travel to the hills.
Situated on route 33 in Nelsonville
(30 miles west of Athens), is an old-

time train depot. The steam engine
train makes regular runs on weekends, departing from Nelsonville and
slicing its way through the hills and
trees - the same route it traveled over
100 years ago.
One of the most popular fall dwellings in the Hills is Old Man's Cave.
The cave is located within Hocking
Hills State Park, on Ohio 664, and is
surrounded by Hocking State Forest
Strolling from Cedar Falls to Ash
Cave, the largest rock shelter in Ohio,
nature seekers can see the brilliant
reds, yellows, greens and oranges of
autumn. For those who don't have a
place to stay in Athens, there are
plenty of fmpfag facilities in the
park.
"Just down the road a stretch," as
native southern Ohioans like to say, is
Zaleski State Park, home of Lake
Hope. Only 30 miles east of Nelsonville on Ohio 328, Zaleski offers facilities such as tents, cabins and trailer
hook-ups. Besides being a haven for
fishermen, Lake Hope provides boats
and canoes that can be rented by
tourists wanting to spend a lazy aftemoonon on the lake.
Strouds Run State Park, just east of
Athens, is highlighted by Dow Lake
and a historic stone spring-house built
in the 1880s.

FRKAY/Don lM

All state parks are open year round,
but autumn offers the best opportunity for colors, sounds and awesome
views. The poet Kahlil Gibran asks
toe question, "Where shall you seek
beauty and how shall you find her
unless she herself by your way and

? " But in Hocking Hills, the
of nature is the only guide
needed.
Jeff Keene is a Junior news/editorial journalism major horn Rockv
River, Ohio.

Trick-or-Treating in the Black Swamp
by Teresa Torantlno
It's Halloween weekend and a fate
worse than death has been bestowed
upon you. Something has happened
that you've only dreamt about, that
you believed could happen only in
your worst nightmares.
Your ride to OU has just called to
report that the trip is off. Maybe it

was car trouble, maybe you were
dumped to make room for the latest
heart throb, but however you look at
it, you are destined to spend Halloween weekend in Bowling Green.
Don't despair, there's plenty to do
in Bowling Green this weekend, besides homework, to keep you occupied. So keep your chin up and read
on, there's sot to be something out
there that will interest you.

Study break

Taste autumn in Pumpkin treats

From the kitchen of Mrs. Ben
Are you swamped with midterms? Study hard. Then after it's over, relax and
enjoy a glass of apple cider along with some delicious pumpkin cookies. You
deserve it.
__,
THE PUMPKIN COOKIE RECIPE
2cupsCrisco
2 cups sugar
2 cups pumpkin filling
2 eggs
4 cups flour
2 teaspoons of baking powder
2 teasooons of cinnamon
2 teaspoons of baking soda
2 teaspoons of vanilla
1 cup of nuts or raisins or nuts or both
1 teaspoon of salt
Cream together crisco, pumpkin filling, vanilla and eggs. Add sugar, flour,
baking powder, baking soda and cinnamon. Mix vigorusly before adding
raisins and/or nuts. Drop mixture by teaspoon on a cookie sheet Bake at 350
degrees for 10 to 12 minutes.
• Makes about 9 dozen cookies.
• If you want to make pumpkin bread, just put the mixture in a pan and bake
for one hour.

If beer blasts are your style you will
want to hang around the Northeast
Commons on Saturday. That's where
the business fraternity Phi Beta
Lambda will be holding their first
annual "Make OU Come to You" beer
blast.
The beer blast will be going on from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. for everyone 19 and
over. Admission is 32 which entitles
you to all toe pizza you can eat Once
C're in the door you can buy beers for a dollar. Anyone arriving at
the door in costume will be given a
free beer poster. The evening's musk
will be provided by WFAL.
If a quiet movie is more your style
be sure you check the listings before
bitting toe local theatres. A double
feature of horror flicks is showing in
the area this weekend. UAO will be
showing Stephen King's "Children of
the Corn" Friday and Saturday nights
in 210 Math/Science. Admission is
11.50 with your student ID. The movie
can be seen both nights at 8:10,10:15
and midnight
The Cla-Zel Theater on Main Street
is showing "Friday the 13th-The Final
Edition" at midnight Friday and Saturday for $2.
If walking through dark houses
where strange and scary things are
trying to grab you is your idea of a
good time, you'll want to hit the three
local haunted bouses.
A haunted house entitled, "Horror
Festival '84," cc-sponsored by the
Bowling Green Jaycees and WRQN, is
being held at the Wood County Fair

Grounds on West Poe Road. The
haunted house is being held Friday
and Saturday from 7 p.m. to midnight
and Sunday from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. If
you can't get out there over the weekend the festival will be open Halloween night from 7 p.m. to midnight An
evening tour costs 32 and the Sunday
matinee $1.
A cheap way to spend Friday night is
being offered by the Commuter and
Off-Campus Student Organization
(COCO). They will take you to a farm
on Tontogany Road for a hayride,
bonfire and barn dance. The only
thing they ask, due to limited transportation, is that you let them know
sometime today mat you are interested in going. Rides will be leaving
from the Center at 7:45 p.m. and 1
p.m. tonight Maps are also available
in the Commuter Center if you wish to
provide your own transportation
If your weekend is already packed
full of tricks (or treats) you can still
get a flavor for BGSU's Halloween
spirit at the UAO Haunted House. The
second annual haunted house is being
held in the Mid Am Room in
Harshman Quadrangle Tuesday and
Wednesday nights from 8:30 p.m. to
midnight A trip through the maze of
horrors will cost you 31.
So, if your ride to OU falls through
this weekend, or you're simply at a
loss as to how to celebrate everyone's
favorite holiday, don't get discouraged. Simply put on your mask, venture into the streets and see what
Bowling Green has brewed together
for a great Halloween.
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Chose i
by Marcella Grande
Six guys crusade in grungy coveralls and terrifying rubber masks.
Since Halloween is right around the
comer, onlookers mistake the guys
for trick-or-treaters. But others know
better.
The six compose a group called
SICSIC. Members are appointed by
the University president to spread
Falcon pride by wallpapering the
campus with signs of spirit. In effect,
SICSIC is a group of undercover
cheerleaders.
Every Wednesday night. SICSIC
parades around campus galavanting
through the Union, sorority houses
and residence halls.
The greatest mystery about SICSIC
is what the name stands for, according to many students.

"Only seven people on this campus
know," said Tony Zurca, an '84 University graduate and former SICSIC
member.
"But it's a secret," Zurca said.
"Only SICSIC members and SICSIC
alumni know, and nobody else, because we're the only organization like
this on any college campus in the
SICSIC was started in 1948 by former University President Frank
Prout, who operated SICSIC from the
basement of his home for many years,
Zurca said.
Prout's original set-up and criteria
for SICSIC has governed tradition,
which members follow religiously,
except for the fact that SICSIC no
longer operates from Prout's house,
but from a secret hideout. Here, SICSIC gathers once a week to hold

What do SICSICs wear under their overalls? "Nothing," was one answer.

meetings and make signs.
In keeping with traditional regulations, SICSIC signs painted in red and
black must follow a certain format.
The letters in the name must be
painted in between a black bar and
must touch the top and bottom of the
lines. SICSIC always includes the
word "sez" on their signs, which are
fastened to buildings with crossed
masking tape.
The next greatest mystery about
SICSIC is how members are chosen.
Every year, two members replace
the two graduating members. There
are always six members in the group:
two sophomores, two juniors and two
seniors, accordingto Zurca.
The term of SICSIC members runs
from the beginning of their sophomore year to the end of spring their
senior year. Hence, new members
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PIZZA PUB su t.
44*%, MYLES
Mon.-Wed. 11:00 A.M. - 2:30 A.M.
HOURS: Thurs.-Sat. 11:00 A.M. - 3:00 A.M. 352-1504
Sunday Noon - 2:30 A.M.
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9 Inch PI in
Coupon Good For

12 Inch Pizza
Coupon Good For

14 Inch Plaza
Coupon Good For

1 Free Pepsi

2 Free Pepsi

3 Free Pepsi

$.40 OFF

Inside Only

Myles Pizza Pub
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FREE
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Free 6 pack of Pepsi
with any
16" (2) items or more pizza

$.60 OFF

Inaide Only
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Coupon Good For

1 FREE PEPSI
with any large »ub
Delivery Only

$.80 OFF

Inaldc Only

1 FREE
PEPSI
with any Chef Salad
Except Specials

Delivery Only
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Senior members
of SICSIC are unveiled each year at
the Beta 500, thus
the "Pit Crew" title
on their overalls.

must be chosen by the end of their
freshman years.
New members are chosen by graduating senior members.lt is a process
just as secretive as the name SICSIC.
Zurca recalled when he was undergoing interviewing for SICSIC and
diaVt know it:
"This guy called me up and said he
wanted to come over and talk to me.
So I said 'OK.' I didn't think anything
of it. I was Just a little suspicious, but
... I was just a freshman."
"So he came over and asked about

student government and what my
intentions were and how active I was
in organizations," Zurca said.
"Then I get this call from the
!resident's office. I didn't know what
t was for. I ran through my house
(the Theta Chi fraternity house) telling all the guys the president wants to
see me, and then I had to sleep on it,"
Zurca said.
The next day Zurca was filled in on
the organization.
From that day on. Zurca learned
the dynamics of parading around with
a hidden identity - the dynamics that
current SICSIC members experience
on their usual Wednesday night crusades through campus.
SICSIC is ultra-social, especially
when it comes to the girls.
"They think we're cute," said
(male) SICSIC #4. (Members are referred to by numbers instead of
names.)
SICSIC members think the girls
are cute, too. The members give them
hugs and kisses and sit on their laps.
Inside a sorority house, one SICSIC
member even helped a student with
her accounting. Another SICSIC demonstrated the "sorority" hug whereby
two participants face each other,
stretch out their arms, prance on
their tip-toes, then jump into each
other's arms.
"It's (a visit from SICSIC) a nice
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Three of the six SICSICs get together for a group photo.
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study break for the girls," said Kathy also be damaging to vocal cords.
Reeder, Phi Mu unit director and Since members might be identified by
graduate student in College Student their voice, they talk with a highpitched puppet voice which literally
Personnel.
renders them speechless after signBeing a SICSIC member can be hanging all night.
easily suffocating, as Zurca can atBut students wait for visits from
test. Running around for three hours
hanging signs and stirring up a SICSIC. It may be the only campus
ruckus can oe hot and sweaty, espe- group welcome to crash parties like it
cially beneath a rubber mask. It can did at Prout Hall Wednesday night.

Go incognito with award-winning
outfits from Moseley, Holiday House
by Ron Coulter
Like the elves who are busy making toys for Christmas, costume shop
workers are swamped with orders for costumes that will win first prize at
masquerade parties.
For workers in the costume shop downstairs in Moseley, and for the Kerns
family who owns the Costume Holiday House in Fremont, Halloween is the
busiest time of the year.
"Halloween is almost ahead of Christmas in terms of popularity," said
Dorothy Kerns, custom costume maker who constructs most of the costames available for mostly rental in the store.
"There are more parties, and you don't have to spend as much money as
yon do at Christmas time," she said.
An expert costume tailor, Kerns works without a design. But lack of a premade design is not the only difficulty Kerns encounters in making a
costume. The material she uses to make a mask, celastic, is expensive and
has to be ordered from Germany.
During the off-season, the Holiday House gets business from theater
actors and masquerade party attendants. Often people have theme parties,
such as toga ana pirate parties.
Kerns said that Roaring '20s parties are a popular trend. To outfit these
parties, the Costume Holiday House carries an assortment of soot suits for
men and flapper dresses for women.
The Holiday House sells make-up for those who want to create their own
ghoulish disguises. For people who aren't so creative, there are nearly 390
different masks from which to choose. They range in price from $25 to $50.
Included to this, extensive selection of ready-made masks are.a.Hitler.
-■
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Custom costume maker Dorothy Kerns constructs most of the costumes
available for rental In the store.

mask, masks from the films "Star Wars" and "Planet of the Apes" and
masks with battery-operated flashing lights for eyes. At the XJostume
Holiday House, an over-night rental will cost from $15 to $50. In addition, the
shop provides all accessories.
On campus, a student may find costumes at the Moseley costume shop.
After making an appointment, students are welcome to look through a
25,000-piece assortment from which they can assemble any one of about 500
costumes.
Moseley's costumes cost $5 to $15 a week to rent, plus a deposit
Ran Coulter is a sophomore news/editorial major from Rocky River,
Ohio.
'..,.
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by The Associated Press
HOT SINGLES
l."Caribbean Queen (No More Love
on the Run)" Bflly Ocean (Arista)
2.-I Just Called To Say I Love You"
Stevte Wonder (Motown)
S."Purple Rain" Prince (Warner
Bros.)
4."Hard Habit To Break" Chicago
(Warner Bros.)
S."Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go"
Wham (Columbia)
6."Lucky Star" Madonna (Warner
Bros.)
7."On The Dark Side" John Cafferty

7he Charts:

Billboard's top tons
ft Beaver Brown Band (Epic)
8."Blue Jean" David Bowie (EMIAmerica)
9."Better Be Good To Me" Tina
Turner (Capitol)
10."I Feel For You" Chaka Khan
(Warner Bros.)

TOPLP'S
1 ."Purple Rain" Prince And The Revohrtkm (Warner Bros.)
2."Bom In The U.S.A." Brace
SprUngsteen (Columbia)
3."Private Dancer" Tin Tnraer (Ca-

4. "Sports" Hney Lewis And The News
(Chrysalis)
5."1100 Bel Air Place" Julio Igleslas
(Columbia)
6. "The Woman In Red Soundtrack"
Stevte Wonder (Motown)
7."Heartbeat City" The Cars (ElekB."Madonna" Madonna (Warner
Bros.)
9."Eddie ft The Cruisers Soundtrack"
John Cafferty t Beaver Brown Band
10.°Can't Slow Down" Lionel Richie
(Motown)

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right timo. The right place.
State Farm Is hiring.
If you're a senior wtth a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data processing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm is one of America's leading
Insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's Insurer, and one of
the top life Insurance companies
in the country.
Vbu'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment MDUTI
go as far and as fast as you can.
\bu couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today.
Or visit the State Farm Recruiter. Our representative will
be on campus
±v/30

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Ho™ Cfflc»t Sloomlngton *lnot» An Equol Opportunity Employ*
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murdp* vtclim»
i CARRY ON LAUGHING
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT FMItxrjd
Suomt
Somcri: ctacnmtnaMn in the
■nlvtftnmcnt mdut«v.
^ DUKES OF HAZZARD
QPL
[BUSINESS REPORT
M"A-S"H

r

MACNEH. / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
7:30
8 HOUSE CALLS
FAMILY FEUD
PEOPLE'S COURT

1

■awarty SBa. Maayn Homo. Luc*
•no Pavaoni. Z*aMn Mahta and

Iha Naw York Phananwrac.
IESPN) HARNESS RACING
atraacaro \li own CnamQsononBp
Raoa Sa tkva from Waah*ng>on
O.C.I.

MPM

MO

»100

(N*xt To Mylss)

IN TM€
ROUOH AnimMsd. GarfttM an*
haoovna Jon omfcort or. o cemp-

aa

MO
O 0 DALLAS Jam-i Bacomoo
accnaintad with tha Ewavoa. and
Lucy a raacuad hom roughnaoto
By ico-frort« ■ boyfT-ond Q
O MINDER
m HUNTER Munta and MoCai
oncountar a amal town aharpfl
•mth nortucBdat tondancaa.
W HAWAIIAN MEAT Andy
haa aacond thoughia about tha
latMt aaagnmant to mhrtrata tha
HonoMu Black matat Ha th*nkt
ha brothar. auppoaadry kA*d m
Vatnam. rnighl b* orvohad
0 S GREAT PERFORMANCES
A Lawofn Cartfar
Spaoal - 25th Annrvarsary Fantoro
Hpghhghto from pal tosocaoto mcfuda parfarrnanoaa by
Itfhak Parlman. Potor Martma.
Poiehaa ZiAarman Andra Watti.

• • FALCON CREST Tha
myatary paraon who'fl Baan atab
>rtg R«chard a ravawad, and Lanca
•um mto otatn oppoation wfwn
ha anampio to aoaa conuoi of tha

mm,

• MIAMI VICE Crocfcati and
Tubba hopa to a>tradito drug
kmgpan Capdarona horn Borwu
but an unaapactad romanoa com
pkcatM thar plan.
0 MATT HOUSTON Amnaaac C.J. bacomaa an irtmafa of a
woman*• praon whara tha w»dan aopkkta tha praonara. Q
• NEWS
CSPN) POCKET BILLIAROS
Roban Wooda vt irangCrana
(TMC) MOVIE *
Cop. And
Othar Lovara" (1982) Harry
Raama. Ntcola Monn. An aarraat
wca tguad poKa chaf aata out to
maho ha oty moral. R
10:30
ffiOOD COUPLE

in

11:06
QNEWS

11:38
O GOOD ROCKIN TONITE
Tarry Dow) Muagan itarvawo
rrwmoa. of Vaa. VMMC« by P<ubba Rodao I Anywhara Wrth
You ). Ehna Coolaao ("I Want To
Ba lovad I Hanoi fiocko C Up
Around Tha Band').
«TAXI
MOVIE ** So. And Tha
Stftga Paoni
(19791 Suaan
Saatt Jamaa. M*a Farral. Tha
aocoal kwaa of two dVyorcaaa ara
compacatad by thar raapacina
ortaprmg (R)
■ TONIGHT Hoot
Johnny
Careen. Sctadutatf Tan Gar- Pot
ti LaBoao. jkm Stafford
I ABC NEWS NK3HTLINE
9 LATENIOHT AMERICA SchaduMd Larry Hofenaa
Wort o.. World Party praadantal
candidata Dr Richard Stucky and
Laonard KnahtaAa. co-daactora
of an a^adraon that unaanhad
50■ m.llion ,aar-old foio.lo m
Wyornag
© SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
CTMC) MOVIE * * * Tha Laat
WMf" 11978) Tha Band Bob
Dylan Jom Mrtchal. Erie Clapton.
R-igo Starr and othora ha(p Tha
Band wry good-bya *> a Mrnod
calabiat»on of tha group'o laaotai
concan PC
12:00
O MOVIE **
Or PhaMa
Raaa Agan
(1972) Vkxant
Pnca. Robart Quarry.
IBJ/LOBO
LAUREL AND HAROY

should reflect both youi

• All you pay for is
washers & dryers & just
SI to have it all done!
(up to 3 loads)
• Good M-F only

personality and lifestyle.
sht regularly attends hair
shows (o keep up on the
(ft tlllH(llfS

Lou

is

light

style (or

352-7212

I LITTLE* CJ

MATINEE
AT
THE
BIJOU
| PAINTING CERAMIC*

I SO
(TMC) MOVIE ***»
Idbcalmfl Rita
II9B3I Mtchaal
Cana. JAaWallaia.

12 CO
W 9 COLLEGE POOTSALL
Orw> Stata at Vvaconan
S WRESTLING
SPIDER-MAN AND HIS

8^

1:4*
a NEWS
IBM

a NEWS
CSPNI SPEEDWEEK IR)

MO
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
3:0O
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Tananca Aft. n. Victv aaWona
at Oaa 10-totatd UoMvnaoril
CKantoamiNp (from Atlantic Cay.
NawJanavl IRI
3:2*
(TMC) MOVK ** 'Damon
Mand" 119821 Jamaa Earl Jonaa.
JoaaFarrw.
MO
a THE SAINT

OCTOBER 17 INI

MORNMO
10:O0
SMAJA. THE SEE
ORAOON'SLAIR
a VOYAGE Of THE MIMI
Tha craw aavaa Iha Mam from
naming aground: a MaM to Ota
Lamonl-Doharty
Gaologicll
Ojaarvatory. C3
O MOVC *» vt tafti Starr
11941) Gana Trarnar. Rwtooferh

Scon
a NEW TECH TIMES
CSPN) POCKET BILLIARDS
Aoban Woods vt. livmg Oarta (HI
(TMCI MOVIE ***
loll »79) Otidray Moora. So Dar*.
10:30
8 POLE POSITION
GOING GREAT
a GREAT SPACE COASTER
a ALVIN ANO THE CHIPMUNKS
8 SCOOBY-OOO MYSTERIES
{AMERICA WORKS
PET ACTION LINE
I IBM

a a DUNGEONS ANO
DRAGONS

AfTEBNOOR

AMAZING FRIENDS
W ABC WEEKENO
Tha
Saorat World 01 Og Aiamaaad
Fr»a chadran ara twopi tnto amai
■ng advanturaa ahar thay And tha
antranca to a aorid populaitd by
amal. graan pacola (Pan 1 ol 31
(RIQ
8D MOVK ** Bornba. Tha
JunglaBoy 11949) Johnny Sha.
ha*d. Paggy Ann Garrar.
S QUILTING
■SPN) SPORTSCENTER
fTMC) MOVK *•
Tagot
Eagto
119821 Maud Adam.
Goer go Poppard

sc

12: JO
I GOING BANANAS
AMERICAN
BANDSTAND Faaturad Staphan St.*.
I'Sf/onga.
Can'l Lat Go");
Prana Tana ("I Oaa It To
MyaaN I: Slava Perry a Mdoo
"Strung Out."
8B GREAT CHEFS OF NEW
ORLEANS
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Tananca A* «a Vctc Baboona
m tha lO-rownd Lightwaght
Champ-jnah* Ihom AOanhc City.
Naw Jaoay) (R)
1.-00
SDATI
I DATELINE ONTARIO
KIDS
(IDSWORLD
GOURMET
• FROOAL
l
Jafl Smuh cook, aaganaki. pMu
and other Great dahaa. and v-ono
a Qreafc raataurant
1:30
O CPL FOOTBALL HernAon
Tiger -Coil at Toronto Argonaut!
%9
HIGH
SCHOOL QUIZ
Bowiner va. Tifhn Catvart
CD MOVK * * * Tha "aide.
Thay FofT (1968) rturnphray
Bogat. Rod Stevga.
m 9) THtS OLD HOUSE
Sraygang. inoieUetron o* haahang.
app*cot^m of pr-rar and BtanUng
ekoctrical and ptumc-ng (won
0 MOVK * * W "Houao Of
Wat" 09*31 Voxant Pnca. f .ant
mp,

2:00
f WALTONS
■ DO IT YOURSELF
SHOW I .pi on inotaMng a
afeyBjhl
(TMC)
MOVIE
***
Craapahow" 0982) Hat Hotbrook. Adranno 8arbaau

STUDENTS!
STOP IN AND SEE
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY!

SniitnS

you,
8-5:30

i

And How To uta It IIPMISnan
Badhwd. >Aa Sommara.
{JIMMY SWAGGART
MOVIE * * » "Chad Han
na' (ItaOIHoray Fonda. Oorotfrv
UBTaW,

We service and sell typewriters and calculators including the
new SCM Electronics

IcKiking forward to findthat

lllSO
a a PRYOR S PLACE
B CORONATION STREET

* SCHOOL SUPPLIES
* ART SUPPLIES
♦ PARTY GOODS
• GREETING CARDS
♦ GIFTS
ETC.

man-

believes your hair desittn

ing

i CORONATION STREET
KIDO VIDEO
SCARY SCOOBY FUNNC8
f MOTOR WEEK
SQUARE FOOT GAR
DENING
CSPN) SUPER BOUTS OP
THE 70* Cartrra Monacal va
Rodngo VaUBi (Jury 1B77 at
Monw Carrol. Bl)

hniituls.

highllghls.

nit's, and make-up appliialion. Because Loll

l.ltt'Sl

llOO

a MOVC *** Tna Pad -

11:30

K

• (Jse your own soap or
let us provide it for a
small fee

a FROAY NIOHT VIDEOS
VMM* by PnnM l"PwpN BjBfl,
Euan John (Who Wpw Tnam
ShOM?"). PM BWMMar ("W»
Batong"). LMMI PJdw I'm
LOMI"). KM ("Hanpn'a On
Fn">. JpSnv Opbona I Don I
Bap").
CSPN) PKA KARATE Laftm
Mcc*m« vt. Kanv Reap lor ina
u S MnlJimaiulii Ch«np«orana>
(from Aaanoc Or). (R)

11:00

WORLD WAR
II
Ol
OlARY
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI
BURNS AND ALLEN
(ESPNI NFL GAME OP THE
WEEK (R)

Lori Kessler
Irpims.

a

a MOVIE * * ••Hauntad P»aca" (19631 Vatcam Pnca. Dabra

SIB m 8) NEWS

352-4101
S|.f< i.ili/fs

I HOD

0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL

<Me <?lwumgement

Let UNIVERSITY CLEANERS
Do Your wash For

524 E. Woottsr

MO
• • no win

wtwra tfa CM t*M torn* buOfTo
C0f*0ni01»0«10 WPTt* uftuOuH forMI
FATHER (MON. WED-FRI)
I IT TAKES TWO (FRI)
■
TOMMY
HUNTER
WKRP IN CINCINNATI
SHOW GUM to Lmii Jsmmv Oc
(MON-THU)
km. Chorioy McOMn. Tom T
(HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
HE-MAN ANO MASTERS OP THE UNIVERSE
»m MISTER ROGERS IRI eMrvt w*o routed Dmrm goM to
•at; ■ cotpot oio moqrMWO) or.epoo
SOLIO GOLD HITS
o par- thM ar* change Eatth'i
CSPN) PKA KARATE (THU)
future. Ha fvolf Ofcori EhzOboth
Mgni itartingiratamorphoe*
OJ THE JEFFERSON*
Star* Mac Bonga. Faye Grant.
NEWS

ALL WASHED UP?

Must be brought in
between 8:00-1:00 but
can be picked up any
time we are open

tUPI AMOUND US
THMI'S COM* AN V
■■wo BVHDMVCK <m

IOM

10% oil all services with Lori with this ad.
baValMM

HALLMARK AND ,

"-**«•-»«■-•■

OFFICE SUPPLY

(419) 352-1508

w

20. 1004

2:30
OJ
OJ
wooowmoHTS
SHOT Boy uVvderhei crafts ■
I7rhe*ntu<> ***" °*£* <*•"
from • ctiunk at fwewood

OftOO
OJ PSA »OWLINQ Incbenapo
W Open Hive from Woodtaod
Bowl).
• CON«TTTUT10N: THAT
DELICATE
BALANCE
fn><VH the meerang °* on*- ***
unweuel punawwnent. taeueing on
aver crowded pneone and the
perofeeyetam C?
9 THf RACE FOR NUMBER ONE: COLLEGE FOOTBALL REPORT Cosego lootbaB
■car— ondiwjhhghia from around
the country and a look at nan
■vie* i m»(or contests.
9 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Bay Chartee / laa Greenwood
Rey Chartaa parlor ma
Gaorgta"
and other rate, and Laa Grainwood performs "1.0.0" and
"Somebody'l Gonna Lava Voo "
3:30
O ■ NBA BASKETBALL
Houston Rooheta at Da*** Mever(D
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
Rogwnol coverage of Southern
MathodMl at Taaaa or Notra
Dama at Lovaeane Slat*.
© COLLEGE FOOTBALL
(ESPN)
NFL S
GREATEST
MOMENTS
1982
Year at
Ravww(R)
4.-O0
0 FIRING LINE ' aedrbmer
Adhere Greet lck.ee
Guest
author Morbmar Acker ('A V*on
of tha Future ) (Pan 2 of 2)
f£ HAWAIIAN SPECTRUM
CSPM SUPER BOUTS OP
THE '70S Marvw. Johnson v*
Victor Gaandai
fTMC) MOVIE ** Vi
Se**m .
Lot (197BI 0*«d Soul. Jamee
Maaon
4:30
O
SPORTSWEEKENO
SchaaUad: Canada'a Cup YachtM from Le>e Ontario.
■ SPORTSVVORLD
S CREATIVITY WTTH BILL
MOYERS B* Moyara interviews
master tnoWaai PwKhae ZuCkarman
(hector of the St. Paul
Chamoar O-cheeae (HI Q

MO
• TONY BROWN'S JOURNAL "Whan Tha Oackana Coma
Homa To Roost" Conctuawn of
tha award-wwwang pkty about
Maksobm X and tha Hon. Eke*
Muhammad. (Fart 2 of 21
O CONGRESS
WE THE
PEOPLE
(ESPN) AUTO RACING SCCA
Rabbit Beatewi Cup (from FhoaaJaLM
S:30
(ONTARIO 200
MAGIC OP WAT1RC0LORS
• CONGRESS: WE THE
PEOPLE
EVENING
8:00

ftsO)u
I NEWS
CSCNI
:NCWS
I NATUP
NATURE Eaptoree tha van*
baaaf pHm and onwnal Ma tound

of Gsorga Gwahwm «a Mad wnh

mg W > MchM jK*Mn II*.

OJ MOVBI **
Sanaabona
11*44) EbMnor Powol. Oanrka
OKssfa. A talantsd danoar makaa
a apactacular BbajfjaJ dabut.
(TMC) MOVIE *** "10"
(19791 OudNv Moor*. Bo Oorak
A aucoaaaful songwrlwr
da>
lurbad about >aacnang middbi aga.
daodaa to chaaa aftar a baautdul
gwl on hm way to bar wadding
R'

Horror Pcltn Show"* I'Tlmo
VVWI.
(■nil COLLEOt FOOTSAU.

arcfapawgo at tha Mdan Ooaen
SB
MATINEE
AT
THE
BIJOU Featured: Captain Dan
| gar
(1934) narrmg Warn
Boyd a cdrtoon. "In a Canoon
Studto" (19331. and cfiapter 2 of
|
Tha Phantom Creajpe'' 1)939)
atarnng Baai Lugoa).
BJSPN) SPORTSCENTER
fTMCI MOVIE **W "Tha
GoUan Seal" (1983) Steve RsAv
beofe. Penelope Meted A Legendary golden eeel appatl off tha
AMutUD lelanda. becoming tha
quarry of human) unW a breve boy
ftnda and protacta tha rare mammal PG'
S:30

{OJ CBS NEWS
YAM IN JAPAN
13 REPORTS
(ESPN) NFL GAME OP THE
WEEK (R)
7:00
ft,
WHISPERING
HOPE:
UNMASKING
THE
MYSTERY
OP
ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE A documantary about
people affhciad tvrth rha dogsnarativa brew, ifteeaae m loaonad
by a M city aatafata lalaconfaranea wKhKfcng diaaan eaperta
and rettrbveo of vtcbme.
O DON CHERRY'S GRAPEVINE Gueet Dava SchuHi
■ NEE HAW
STj DIVORCE COURT
W SOLID GOLO
OJ
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
Private SchubT Operei«n Barnhard n dnmantlad and
tha war MI loat. but Schub nynanv
bara that buned *» tha Engbah
couniryaida at a
two mdbon
pounda (ParteofBimg
BV DETROIT PISTONS PREGAME
CSPNt COLLEGE FOOTBALL
SCOREBOARD

r

TitO

| THIS WEEK IN HOCKEY
WEEKEND MAGAZINE
Faatutad Haftowaon apaoal with
tha mafctftg of rubbar mtaka: an
Otao man who ■ majonng in
monaiar makmg: wtna making m
CakfonMa: a apooby aurpnaS
•
NBA
BASKETBALL
Oatroit Piatona at Naw York
Kraoka
S NEWTON'S APPLE Ira
Fhttow oapkkm th* phyaca of
hot-aa ballooning and tha oparat«n of a haanng no
CSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Pann Slats at Waat VBginia

MO
0) 0) AIRWOLF With Santm
bahnd bars ttataaida. HaaAa
roama a Carfobaan aSand. trymg
to aohia a murtfar for wh«h hM
partnar has baan aMHfL
O NHL HOCKEY Calgary
Ramos at Toronto Mapta Laafs
OJ
DIFFRENT
STROKES
Arnold to auapandad bom ached
whan ha watdaup BJBOBJ a atudant commttlaa obaKbng to a
now draasoods.
OJ T.J. HOOKER Hooksr facaa
■torn oppoaMam from a tong-bms
friand whan a haa> apaad oar
chaaa < aaui t ■ « aanoua atpay to a
byatandar Q
03 MOVIE **V) -hhapaodv
In Bk>s
(1B4BI Robart AUa.
AISM Smith. Th* afa and muslE

■:30
OJ GIMME A BREAK Taarv
agad Samantha fafla at lows for
tha hat tana, but bar (ama> aasa
tha boy ai a wary dWarant aght
9:O0
OJ OJ MICKEY SPILLANE S
MIKE
HAMMER MBw W
wrappad up m a cat* mvohnng
waning
Inohm tnbaa hghbng
owar nyjb-mdhon doSar of nghta
OJ PARTNERS IN CRIME
CaroM and Syd plaoa thaw bvaa m
dangar whan thay wivaibgat* th*
thah of a vaMabla brooch atofan
at an auction houoa by m Qatar
cratanala.
OJ LOVE BOAT On bar 1Sth
bathday Vicki laarru bar lathsr >•
a raformad aacohokc: a widow
bass a daiacuva to locata bar cotlaga Rams, a man fa*gntng
amnaaw boards with hai aa-ftan-"
.30
OJ AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Jarry Laa Lawai awiga
Ch*nt*y
Laca '
Who** Lotta Shakx
Goat' O and
Graat Bata Of
fa*'*
10:00
O OJ COVER UP Mac and
Dan ad an ag>->g coupaj who
atnmpt to outwTt o enmwujf ayn(kcata m 11 My
OJ
HOT
PURSUIT
Am
aaarchaa tor tha myatanouafy wan4had Kaia whsa aha msa to aur
*iva m a loraat whara Shaw atabi
bar IPart 2 of 2)
OJ FINDER OP LOST LOVES
Cary n caasd upon to locata a
b'lda aftar aha laavaa tha
confuaad groom at tha Star, and
D*ay ia aakad to hnd tha brothar
of a hokxauai aurvrvor.
© SOL IO GOLD
fTMC) MOVBI *» '"Richard
Pryor • Hara And Now" (1983)
Richard Pryor. Tha famoua comsphanta to formar wrwjs - at thai
fam angad at tha Saanaar Th*
atra ai Naw Ortaana. W Q
10:30
OJ GREAT PERFORMANCES A Lincoln Cantar Spaaat 26th Annivareary Fanfara"
nighaghta bum paai laaicaBta
mdudt (MrfonnancM by lofMt
h*w PMW M«m. Pntfiai
ZLSumw Ana* Witii lawlj
Mta. Mfr»|n Honw. Lucwno
PM«en. Zuhn MaMt and ft*

ijm tak naw—*.
•
OOU-EOf
NXnBAU.
One 5.~ r •»>
I1.-O0

{■••NEWS
NATIONALS
viNCf NT pnen MALLOWHN THNILLEU Hx
wdMa (wifli ■ mommi'i Mm:
■tor P*br Jr. r*WlMHI "I:
ghMM EMOH ( Talvhooa"!
RoCTw^i I "SomatooV't Watch

"Welcome Back
From Your Campus Florist"

tmm *• am of Th. Hod,

I

I AROUND TOWN
i SUNDAY MAM

INTERNATIONAL
TK)N

ncranT

EDI

AFTTRNOOH

(ESfW SPOI1T8CINTIR
11:20
8 NEWS
•KHEWjg

IliM
• MOVIE •♦* -.
t,„D.,.
«- 119701 Hoo.1 0.N.O Cybl
SlMphord A Mow Ion e«b *K«
ptota a umquo brand of rovonga
•gamat bar dial! ■ of corruption
wrho ocyanamh/ Mac thoa raa on
lha raaaianta of tha en>.
• VINCENT PK.ICE S HALLOWEEN THK.HLIH
• SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
11:36
• STAR SEARCH
11:4S
O MOV* **»
Ira No
M" (19891 LOOM JourtMn. Lynda Day Gaorga. A mans dark aoul
ia rofMCMd m an antiqua maror
rvrach ha fwjnoaa uaaa to oommwmcin *nh hart ahar ho doa man
iTMC. MOVIE •>*
*hghtmaraa
(19831 Cnabna Rawtaa
Emtao Eaiavai A ptckup truck, a
pack of ogarattaa a v«d*o gam*
and a colonial homa al ptay a part
>n four apawdaa of horror and
auapanaa "R"
12rO0
ffi) TWILIGHT ZONE
(ESPN, COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Pann Siata at Waal Vwgwka (Rl

12:0O
I FOOTBALL TOOAY
MEETING PLACE Th* Rav
Alan GrundsN and tha Rav
Dannn Lauck conduct aarvtoaa
from Don Luthwan Church *.
Saakatoon. fjaakaachawan
IEAHLE BRUCE
MEET THE PRESS
NEW TECH TIMES Pay
chofogKaf anatyva by computara:
bahwsd-tha-acanaa uaa of computara on Broadway: compwaaraaainad www rnafcjng,

0FAME
W NOVA A taport on tha proa
and cons of a baaon-doa* hydroatactnc
proatct ai tn Lanka
BM.anad to prowtda a^nganon for
ramota farming Aatncn m ttvi
•tlandnapubac g
BJPN) SPORTSCENTER
12:30
OJ THIS OANCE. TMSN
GOOOBYE A tr-buta to Ian Horva* tha foundar of tha CkavoianO

I

i NFL TODAY
NFL 84

NEWTON'S APPLE ka
Flatow sapiana th* physcs of
hot-aw basoorwng and tha oparsbon of a hiarig atd
(ESPN) NFL GAME OP THE
WEEK (R)

1:00
O MOVIE ***
Tha Rad
• Tha I Tant I1B71I Pats. Fmch. Saan
Connary
Oon
(COU NTRY CANADA
NFL FOOTBALL Hag-anal
THE
covaraga of St Louai Car iknaM at
Pnsadesphui Eagbw. Mwtnaaou
12:26
Vaunga at Chicago Baara. Oaarort
OJ SOUL TRAIN
Uono at Graan Bay Fackara. Tam1:00
pa Bay Buocanaara at Kanaaa Oty
OJ
NEW
YORK
HOT
Osafa or Naw Cwkaana Sawita at
TRACKS
Oavaland Browns
OJ
MOVIE
***t
"Sha"
OJ NFL FOOTBALL Racaonal
(1965) UrauU Andraaa. John
covataga of Naw York Jata at
Rptharaaon
Maw England Patnota. Cincinnati
Bangafa at Mouaton Otw. o irxk
1:90
anapoa* Cohs at Oaaaa Courooys
OJ MOVIE ** V) PaparUon"
(1968) Alan AUa. Lauran Hutton
OJ OB WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
fTMC) MOVtf ** * "SatanVa
OJ MOVIE ** -Tha Graak
Lot' 11979) David Soul, Jam**
Tycoon" (1978) Anthony Guam.
Maaon

12:30
OJ
MOVIE
* Vi
Wa.awolt
11960)
Magowan. Joyc* Hcadan.
OJ
TALES
FROM
OARKSIOE

MO
09 0) NEWS
IE9PHI SPORTSCENTER
SUNOAV
OCTOBER 21 1BS4

ItfM
B HERITAGE
■ COMMENT
• WORSHK" FOR •HUTINS
IN*
(THE MAIN
I WRESTLING
I TONY SHOWN S JOURNAL
■TSPN) BUSINESS TIMES (HI

!

1l:*0
• •FACE THE NATION

(E9PNI
SUPERSOUTS
OP
THE
'SOS Aaron Pryor va
Ahaua Arguofk) (Novamoar 19S2
-- Miami) (Rl
(IMQ MOV« **H Ousty"
(1981) B* Kan. NoafTra
1:30
OJ HYMN SING
■nouckt
"Lows Cwowa Hara."
"And Dtd Thoaa Faat," "Ya Sh*a
Hava Paaca" and "Ova Your Ufa
ToThaUwd."
OJ
THIS WEEK
WITH
DAVID BRINKLEY
OJ OJ WALL STREET WEEK
Guaat: Gaorga L. Parry. Waftar
Mondala'a chlaf sconomlc
aoWoar.

MO
I TO BE ANNOUNCED
MOVIE *#* 'Thundar
Bay
(ISO) J*
Joanna Dru

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURfll

OJ MOVIE *** "Staspmg
Car To Tnaata" (19491 Jaan
Kant. AJbart Usvan.
■TSPN) POCKET B-O. LARDS
U J. Pucfcatt va. Jwnmy Caraa (R)
2:30
(BONANZA
ON LOCATION
fTMC) MOVBI **
Monwg
nor
1)9821 CbrMophar Raava
Qanavtava Bufokl
3:00
OJ DIRECTIONS Tha Othar
WabaRon" Gaorga Wfl modaratas
a dtacuaaaon of woman • nghta w\
Amanca. Panaasu mciude Brooklyn, NY Datanct Anomay Ebtabath HoKtman. wntSra MUajf
Dactar and Carl Dagkv. and tha
Rav. Ettabath Scott.
OJ MOVIE ***
Buabng
(1973) EKott Gouk). Robart
Btaka
KSPN) ARENA OP EXCELLENCE Tha hatory of tha LA
Cokaium.
3:30
OJ NFL TOOAY
0
SPORTSWEEKENO
Schadutod
Coronation Futurity
horas raca. bva from Woodbww
Racatrack w> Toronto
3:40
OJ EUROPEAN TELEVISION
SERVICE (Jow»o m Ptograas)
4:00
OJ NFL FOOTBALL Atlanta
Falcona at Piitaburgh Staafara
OJ
CPL
FOOTBALL
Saakatchawan RoughRsdars at
Edmonton Eriumos
OJ NFL FOOTBALL Rapon*.
covaraga of San Francaaoo 49ara
at Lea Anoatil Rama. Waatvnglon Radakma at hVaw York Gianta.
or Atlanta Falcon* at Prttaburgh
Staakva
(FISH
MOVIE
**H
"MeO
11974) John VVayna.
Eddw
AJban.
OJ CONGRESS: WE THE
PEOPLE
OJ UNDERSEA WORLD OP
JACQUES COUSTEAU
CSPNI PKA KARATE LaRoy
Hopkava vs Karry Roop for tha
U S Middkawaight Charnpsonafvp.
achadukad for iwia rounds. IR)
4:30
OJ YOUNG PEOPLES SPECIAL Umc-aSa Jock" A young
bc^bafnanda a rKkcukM oU man
and aaoo.ari Ns tonrianong
aaonM. John Carradbte and Joay
Lawrancaaav.
01 CONGRESS: WE THE
PEOPLE
riaJCI MOVIE **H
Tha
Chosan''
(1BB1I
Manmil.an
SchaB. Rod Staagar

MO
tWALTONS
r^bOfaTLWE An w>-dapth
took M today i poattcai woman
includ*a
U.N
Ambaaaador
Jaanna Kakpaatck. wo* pr*atdanaal canckdat* uHrskfna rvvnjro
and Joan Grow*. Mwwyaaota can
ckdata for tha U. S Sanat* C3
OJ LIFESTYLES OP THE
RICH AND FAMOUS
OJ FIRING LINE ''MarOmar
*<•*. • Ontat idaaa
Guaat
author Morbmar Adbv ("A Vtton
of tha Futura' I (Part 2 of 21

BOO
OJ MINORITY REPORT
OB FAME
■ VICTORY GARDEN

■ STAR TREK

OJ ON THE MONEY Fa*turwO
baac atocfc aaatigiai: ahopp«-j
for fitnaaa aouaxnant: fmanoa* of
a coupla with two chackan and no
aavwvga g
OUPN) AUTO RACING 84
SCCA Supar Vaaa Hrom Laguna
Saca. CaM )

6:30
f NBC NEWS
OJ ADAM
SMITH'S
MONEY WORLD "la Your
Houaa Sbl A Good to.astmantT
Guaat: David MaawaB. chaw man
of th* Fadaral Nabonal Mortgaga
Aaaoctanon.
(TatQ MOVIE **VI
Funny
Lady
11976) Barfara Stra-wnd
Jamaa Caan. Yaara aftar bar
drvorc* vaudavfaa and aan> tadto
atar Fanny Bnoa bacma a humorous tova,hata rakabonalap wtth
Broadway aongwmar Bity Roaa.
■PG7:00
IOJ SO MINUTES
FRAGGLEROCK
SILVER SPOONS Hi Haftowsan. and thanks to a pounv
outaga. tha bghta ara out. oraabng
the id** atmoaphara for Ricky
and ha* pafa to angaga m a ghootatorygoma
OJ WPLEYS BELIEVE IT OR
NOTI
OJ
OJ
WONDERWORKS
"Who Haa Saan Tha VMnd?"
Conckaaon of die story of a boy i
coming
of ago
in rural
Saekatchewan
Tha Acadamy
Awwd-wwvvng tnort nhn "Soya
and Gala" tcaowa (Part 2 of 21

■ FAME
(EBPHI SPORTSCENTER
7:30
OJ BEACHCOMBERS Rake ia
th* onty paraon araang to atand
by Conatabta John whan ha con
tanda that aomaona lor aorn*ttangl • wreaking havoc m town
OJ PUNKY SReTWSTER Hanry'a work and Parents Naght at
achool create e problem tor
Punky. who i basig told by the
etote enob that Henry doesn't
car* enough to attend
•TOO

OJ
OJ
MURDER,
SHE
WROTE
OJ
BACKSTRETCH Marge
eacuraa e a* lor Ronr-a. «twi
he maata a gwi and achamaa lo
buy a nmf car to wnpraaa her. C2
OJ KNIGHT RaDER A Haaow
sen party Darth Vadar ohavactar
engage* Mkchaal wi a dual w-th
hilunebc aabera unM lAchsel r*»
uaa rt'a more than a onrMeet —
haa naattr trying ka U l*n.
OJ
HARDCABTLE
AND
MOCORMICK After Mardcaatk.
and ISoCorma* ratwm to OuTa
Way from th* funeral of McCor
rr-ck a ooBage gaajnand. thay Ibid
i a otanfeng miaaaga from bar on
vtngrt
* g
OJ ■ NATURE (.anwvM the
vanafy O* ptante ano ansrn*ai wwiaj
n rite Sargasso Sea. a akaawtk
•oaong bad of aaawmad near Bermuda, g
OJ PAT ALBERT HALLOW-

PRE-SHRUNK,LEVTS
501 JEANS FOR MEN.
A PERSONAL FIT MADE EASY

^12

*

uirrluuisr

~? ik

Kl lAROIST
AND MOST
COMPLITI
IMPORT
FACILITY

PHONE
353-1045
428 E. Wooster

352-7031

Carnations
$4.50 a dozen
Cash & Carry

MRU?
351-8333
.'..

EIN SPECIAL Al ota*M out
for llsBoween. Fat Albert artd his
attends mM v aaddrty -omen

Oertng,
fifSPN) POCKIT BlU.iAI.DS
U. J. PwdL»(l vs. Jbwny Cera* W

0:S0
0 THIS WEEK'S MUSIC
9:00
O ALMANACK FMifM an
■Marwlaw with former Oawaland
Mam praWBant Oaba Paul; an
auction of tha hetonc EfWanaM
eetste. a profile of former
Oavalandafa Janet Qraafc and
NOMiati
• JEWEL IN THe CAOWN
Suaan Layton and Tedria Bingham ara pO-wd art wedk**. and
Lady Manner* urge* the Oovamor
M ravMjw th* caaa ot Han Kumar.
60 JEPFMSONS George turn*
daaacova and Lotaae go** undercover aa a maaaauaa to find tha
•mpoaiara poaing aa TV pavtoneei •** who rapped ttaam off.
• MOV* Crty KMar IPramairel QaraM MoKanav. Haathar
Loohlaar. A dttturtod Army
dernohtaone a-aperr tarronaa ma
•woman who r.«tii Mm, and a
whets city, wtwjn ha Mae to w*i
toy blowing up office
00 MOVTC "Wei OoU ' (fVonv
•sr*J Brooke Sr***6>, Bat-gasi
MaradWhA towa vtangfa devetope
aa ttaree young people barn about
Via anatanca of a wiooked aha>
and aunkan gok) buBron off tha
Bahama Wanda Q
Oj) 00 MASTERPIECE THCAT"E Tha Barehaaaar Chtofaohw" Tha lowiiepeop** of Barohaatar ara ahookad whan tha
young doctor courtme E Mian or
Hardmg scoaass h«r hHhar of
TMupprapnaong tha Haam Hoaptafa panawmart fund Baaad on
(wo Anthony TroBopo novaM.
OonaM Paaianci and Suaan
Hampahn atar. (Pan 1 of 71 g
(ESPN)
SUPEffBOOTS
OP
THE
'70S Kan Norton va
Muhammad Aa (March 1873 at
San Chagol. (Hi
OMO MOV* * * V» "A Star la
Bom" 119 76) Barbra Biraraand.
Km Krittofforwm. FeeAng rw* own
popularity Bkppmg as hai young
w#e • car MI ra on tha naa. a brgnama star tuma to tha bottt* for

MO
00 ALICC Mai droaaaa aa Captain Galaxy for HaBoween and
finda hawaaB oaafcng with a norioneenee bank robbar.
0 STAR SEARCH
IC-tOO
00 #1 THAPPtR
JOHN.
M.D. On tha> (ob an*** puca a
young Chrnaaa undertaker in tha
hoopnal with a potanbaBy critical
caaa of coBba. a fortuna cookia
maaaaga convwicaa Oomo ha * a
Q
nOMrVT
• ATE MAN:
ARTIST AND NATURALIST
rTonta of via notad wiroefe paaitar
eyohaaM a look * workt In-the.
rvufcmg dunno h* *fM« to V#loaeolono Part the Queen Charlone lelande and Atnoa.
■ MYSTERYI
Rumpd* 01
The Baeev Rumpole QOM lo Afn-

mauaier to home aneaa on ■
*«■ chare* Q
■ PATTRSON PROJBCT:
ONC CTTY IN TH€ MAOAN
ERA Focufang on tour fa-nice m
PMeraon. N.J.. th* impact of th*
iMpi AdNMraabeuun'e *eonenv
* pohOMOn A* fMrag* Am«t-

nrai

turtnwxm

or

THC
SO* M«v*>a MfMi
H«gM- v. VHo Antgofwmo do*
■on 19111
abrMoul M«—
Haglor vo. Muotafo Hanwho I*no* IHI). (ft)

MM
• KENNETH COMLANO

lIM
i •• SINEWS
NATION ALp
HCBITAOE:
CIVILIZATION AND THE JEW* T)»
Cu/opoon JoMoh MMMnRf f
iWWaWfJM annd rho ooool.
paMoU ond NAgojo arrant* of
fho Honolo—lira, notormonon WfJ
fj MONTY PYTHON'S PLVINQ CIRCUS
KSPNI SPORTSCENTfll
11:20
INEWSPINAL
AKWWSg
11:30
*AT THE MOVIE!
MOVIE *•» HaraComa
Th* On)" (1953) Bob Hop*
Aftana OaN roBowwg a Ovaat on
th* M* of * afiowa atar perform
ar. a aong and-dano* man fate *i
•a a decoy to trap rfi* kSar.
■ ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK Featutad: Hugh Down*
Gaorg* turna. Valane tartm**
• FOR MY PEOPlt
rfMO MOVIE **» "Baby,
iia You"
H9I3) floeanne
Areuette. VaKant Speno A tougfi
naban atrwt kid IWM a rooky and
urafcaty lomanoe wUfi ■ rofWwjd
lugh ecfiool honor etudem. R
11:*S
BS MICHIGAN REPLAY
11:4S
O
SPORTS THE
WORD

FINAL

12:00
0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS
WEEK F*«ur*d: Hugh Ooem*.
George Some. Vaom* Bartine*
61 TOO CLUB Scbeckaad: a
couple decuM how thaa cult
memoarahe elmoat ceuaad rhaa
cMfl.aw"
BJSPW COLLEGE FOOTBALL

0C10SER 2S. ISM
f"W*"' leWfVOeu.*.

BOO
«O0)0)NEWS
S1O0.OOO NAME THAT
TUNE
O) MACMB. / LEMRER
NEWSHOUR
(DIPFRf NT STROKES
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY
WORLD M Your Houae 9HI A
Good IrMtnOTtr Guaat: DM
Maewea. tfujaman of th* Faowal
Natronal Mongege A**oc*rt>on.
(TWO MOVIE ***n
fou
cmg Rru" I19B3I Michael
COTe. Juke Warier. An epathei.

<c. Mcohonc prnliiioi hn a paaannaaa but ma*la ialaumial>a>
•ntn a vouno nwnan n*io Naa a
daaaotolaamBianMMr*. PG Q
6:10
SfalcasNEWs
■ Mac NEW*

Bj«acMawan

■ MAI'TV OAYt AGAIN
■ iUSINEt*) REPOBT
aana arorrsLOOK
7MM
S • ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT
Naturae): Morgan
I SHELLEY
WMiEL OP rXWTUNe
DUKES OP MAZZABD
BUS4NEWREPOP-T
M-A-B-H
MAC NEK. / LEHRCf.
NEW»MOUPl
CSPNI SPX)«TSCeNTI»l
7:30
• P.M. MA0A2MC A Taaaa
coupat who taaoh paycrnc powwa
to cMdran. Bal H«*farty -itioduoaa a photeoravhar «*« 1(«M
t-cturaa. of buBs; r-orihaaai Ot-o a
b*et
baai hauntad houaaa
ROBIN S NEST
PAABB.YPIUO
PVOPU'S COURT
WK.O AMERICA "At Tha
Croaaroada'- An awioratron of
wddbfss sn*ggM for awvivai tn
mooarn Amarica taaiurta msny
ai^fMngaiad msmmajts. bad* and
f-sfta* in* rwavtj w«r bawn (*md
botars. (R)
• TMREE S COMPANY
(ESPN)
NFLS
GREATEST
MOMENTS 1913 AFC Playoff*

MO

■ SB> SCARECROW AND
MRS.
KINO Amanda « tn
charg* of rsffaahmania whaa Laa
poaaa aa a bansndar at a pnvata
auio sahrb-tso"! whara tha par
invajai-aa'** an Bagal daal -nvorv
absitona of doiara
MANGIN IN M-a cc-^aa-a
a taan-agar who tlslfcaa tha
•om»" har tathar is dabng Kata. and VWsbatar muat daal with
a young gal who otoaan't want to
•WMthaCantra Q
0 TVS BLOOPERS AND
PRACTICAL JOKIS
f CALL TOOL OR Y
ALL CREATURES GREAT
AND SMALL
• MOVTf ###*
Harpar
(I BBS) Paul Nowman. Aaas
Kama A waatthy woman raraa a
prtvata w.aMtjgaior to find har
matsttig huaband.
• WONDCRWORKS
Tha
Boy Y...o Lovaxl TroBs" A 12
yaar-old boy bias to lutsp cM>
hood draama srrtact by runrking
away to aa-jrcf> for troBa. Stan
Suaan Anton. Sam VVataraton
Matt CM. g
BTSPNl
MONDAY
NIGHT
MATCHUP A pravsaw of
tonghta gama batwaan Saankt
Saahawks and San Chago ChargfTMC) MOV»E ***
Trsckng
PtaOM" (1BB3) CdCta Murphy.
Dan AybniyiJ A waaVtoHto ■
two. a ghsno brsd con man and a
proa HI vrta dswss s plot of rs.sngs
agamst two SWBlBBBj hnanenrs.

MO
• DANGER SAY Doc and
Joyca sriissbgais whan Jorvsh m

COME SEE
OUR PUMPKINS!!

Klotz
Flower
aSieniloalcyoani
eendelS CaBege

Farms 353-8381

earn**, oandao ov an awtosng
Banal of mac *a*M afal anort-

«a»
Bt»NI NFL aunatSTAIIS
Tha Man VAo PMvad Tha Oama
•:00
■ MOVIE »••«
Am*
HaB" 119771 Woody Afon. DOT*
Kaoton A ragMcMl come and an
aatnaig armgiliaaa ah*r* tha*
naufO*** ai an on-agam. of-agem
O JUDGE Tha judga laama a
(aaaon whan a woman acc«<aad of
casn BXMhnej ins social •vat are
dspartmant ■* brougftt baabra lam
KATE S ALUS Kata •*•*■
it* an ugly monks-y • paw from an
OJ

acoantnc aunt, and n laams to
wor* aa a magBC good-lucfc charm
tl MOVIE 'Shattarad Voara
(Pv-amiara I V«ar« BavtaMk.
Dawd Mora* A young nun kMvaw
tha cony-ant bafora taking final
vowi whan canfacung BBsBBBBB
forca har to racoon.-* har lova for
s havidsoma pnaat*
Oj) NFL FOOTBALL Ssaftta
SaaRaMAs at San Chago Chargsr*
03 0 HERITAGE CIVILIZATION AND THC JEWS Tha
Industrial and Frsnch rurvukuiiona
•at tha stag* for a cantury of t»*
mst* cn*ng* m Jswtah hf. aK*udmg tha dswalopmani of aocaal and
pohttcal aguahty m Waatarn
Europs. ma Russian pogroms, tha
naa of aVanaarn and tha atari of
m,g.*iion to tha Now World g
(ESPNI AUTO RACING 'S4
SCCA Supoi Vaaa (from Laguna
Saea Cabf I (R)

SBOO
O REACH PCM THE TOR
SBaSBBtSBWBB v* Bmiah Columbia
9 NEWHART Vt**an Ook ■
hrat OBKh^wntsng **> <• tapad for
ta«ar-nai>on ha* ccanpansona compata to sppsar on camara.

11:00
I 0)0 NEWS
WOPK.D WAR
II Ol
CHARY
«WKRP IN CINCINNATI
BURNS AND ALLEN Oraca* apphaa for a fib at an arorsft
factory.

11:30
(TAXI
MOVIE #*vi
VaBty Of
Myatarv" 11967) ftahard Egan.
Pater Graww. VVhan a oonunsrcial
jatknar oraahaa at a South American fungls
wwori abuggt*
agarnat da*p»rsia odds to ivach
eafety
01 SIMON S SIMON Rick snd
A. J. agraa to work for it-*- BKIV
rrval Myon Fowtsr and and up
takavg on tha IRS (R)
■ TONIGHT Guaat Host Joan
Rn**r* SchaiMad: Twaggy.
Si 0 LATENKJMT AMERICA S<*eduted: tha Rav. Chsrtaa
Bargstrom oabataa Col. V Donatn
on retaken nUS pobbca; Hanry
C Rogar*. audtor of 'Rogars'
Rta*a lo. Succaaa Ml
• SANPORO AND SON
KBPN) SPORTSCENTSR
12:00
01
STRUTS
OP
SAN
FRANCISCO
(NEWS
THREE STOOGES
KSPN) SPORTSLOOK (R)
fTMO MOVIE »>#H
Tha
Oaad Zona' MBB3I Chrwtophsr
Waftan. Brooka Adam*.
12:SO
00 LATE
NIGHT
WITH
DAVID LETTERMAN Schad
•Aad Caynatfcan Raohard Lawn.
•umar Abes Laon Moataa
09 ABC NEWS NKaHTLINE
KSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Nona Dam* at Loure*** State (R>

10:00

Ut40
00 MCMILLAN 6 WIPE Mad/ad at aarvang on a murdw-caaa
jury wvan a faBow juror *■ murdarad. snd the pnma siiakpact m
tha daNndant. (R,

task tare*, and Cagnay maaaruata
tha liasson offloar who •* an old
noms and S forrnar adcact
SO
U.S.-SOVIET
RELATIONS:
THE
FIRST
SO
YEARS On ma fjOth annavsjraary
of apBomaiit fa*»tiona batwaan
tha two ivaoona. Harnaon E Safcabury hoata a ravtaw of tha auparpowati iiaabbnahap; forrnar Praa•dant
Richard M.
Niaon ■*
(aaMured (HI
CO ELECTION SPECIAL
fJESPN) AUTO RACING B4
Form-ji* i Grand Pnm (from
Europa)
iTMC)
MOVIE
***
Tha
Lord* Of DkMkSni" IIBB3) Davd
Karth, Robwt Prosky A aaraor at
a Soudtam rnaMary acadamy at
oMom*nad to opcaa tha mambara of an abas group raaponali*a
tor tha brutal, and sSBMBMH
•atnat. haang of cadat* daavnad
H'
10:18
NCVVS

103O
tOOD COUPLE
ELECTION SPECIAL

tTHa MOVIE ** Opw.uo"
KM Brother
IISB7I Nad Con
nary
0*m*l*
Bisnchi.
An
archerBRBBJ alwniim to urftal•no* th* world economy by
cornwato th* gold marlai

area

11:06

ONCWS

O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
CO CAONEY B. LACEY Chna
and Mary Bath ara sawgnad t am ■
porary duty on a apactal nsreotaca

CSPftl FLY FISHING JOURNAL

ItOO

i

! HAWAII FIVE-0
JIMMY SWAGGART
MOVIE *** "Houaa Of
Sh anger •
(1B4BI Edward G
Robsnaon. Suaan Hayward.

ItOO
• NEWS

1:46
riMC) MOVIE ** Chaach B
Chong* St-1 Smokai
' (19131
Rtcfuard Marm. Tommy Chong.
TUESDAY

OCTOBER JO. 1B64

6:00
NEWS

I O OS 00

S1O0.0O0 NAME THAT
TUNE
6J
MACNEfl.
/ LEHRER
NEWBMOOR
fDIPF'RENT STROKES
W6*0 AMERICA Spaoal
adaaMataona that alow atpbta aramal* to Irv* m a aarvwa hsghafai
ludaen-Mrwwiarrt (Rig

■ • CSS NEWS
■ NBC NEWS
■ ABC NEWS Q
■ HARRY DAYS AGAIN
11 BUSINESS REPORT
BSPNI SPORTSLOOK

na*
O)

O) ENTERTAINMENT
Foaturaet Maraha
Maaon. Elan Burefyn.
iTHESOUNOER
TONIGHT

WHEEL Of FORTUNE
DUKES OF HAZZARO
BUSINESS REPORT
M»A*S'H
MACNEB.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER

naa

■ P.M. MAGAZINE Aetna
Manetto Hwney Donrae DeYoung
of Sty*.

O OEOROE 1 MLOREO
■ FAMILY FSUD
a) PEOPLE'S COURT
•
WILD
AMERICA
Bighoml" A band of wad Rocky
Mountom bighorn eheop ••
ebaei.ed ihrough the iiaaniia.
bom one epraig e>to the neat. 1*1
• THREE'S COMPANY
CSPNI TOP RANK BOXING
■
S:O0
• 00 AFTERMASH Col and
Mr* Potter atari to feet the •tram
of canng for tha Kbngsn" ntant
wha* Maa o sn tha hoapaal
O THE FIFTH ESTATE Eric
Making asuamsnaa tha fata of targe
aumi of govwnmeni money aarmarfead for BRRBSBBMBI of an
edwyiced home aaovi-tty es*rm
*y»tam.

■ A-TEAM
OB THREE'S A CROWD Jet*
aeea.i a paychologa*t's Mfp wftan
ho romenc* wnfi Vscky bscoma*

=5*1

aooat preeaurae ara takang i
w.veer-onj boy before ha com
mrta ausod*. but tea **ner eiesst*
on aaarrtwig for tha truth about
— tragedy
O WAVNE AND SHUSTER
Tha cajmady duo parncapate at a
S tournament Q

RIPTtDE Bca f*Ba ai toes
with the wata of a aiskiui and wolent afieA snd Cody and Nick find
thamaaNaa pnatact-ng ttia pea
from harm
00
PAPER
DOLLS Blast
becorrwa tha target of a loan
Shark attar laarreng that har hueband wai teaofy egaanet h*m, and
Mscf-aal tears tha praasuraa of ffca
modakng buaaisss wB cawee hen
to soee ns* *rv*y g
01 00 FRONTLINE After 21
year i on the job. a Chaatar. Pa.
man fatids out what it's fee to
cope wrth the bureaucratic red
tape of the waBaie eysssm m a
oovertv akbOven area mat once
thrwod on atapbuBiBng coribacts
horn the federal government, g

0*00
O HOUSE CALLS

10*00
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
SB
REMINOTON
BTEELE
Laura and ha»>yirngton search for
the rriiaaang body Of a murdered
thraf on tha MattW*>T*yiaan aAvid
of Maha
00 JESSIE Jeetae tnaa to help a
•rater an pctoaman from auccumb8 to tha preeeurae of In* job
00
CONSTITUTION:
THAT DELICATE BA1ANCE
Tha Bracresssd uae of the moBa m
esujiTiiraed w\ sght of recant
BBBBSBB ay *** geuammant to
reform csmpaigi^ *pandBtig. g

01 NEWS
«BPNI POCKET 8BJ.1AROS
U J Puokafl vs Ammy Care* IRI
(TMC) MOVIE ****
Gen
tfM" (1BS2) Ban K^gelary Can
•Boa Bergen Trace* the Me of
Mahatine t3ar*tB>. who ted dsmonatrabon* of paaano reasyatanca
ei order to gran **ds>penOB>Ttoe for
India PG g

• problem g
00 00 NOVA In tha cono over *y
owar tha cauaa of Southaaat
Asia's ''ycBow ram,'' dawn* ataa
eaaarricR* are beaatg drappad by
paanas ara countered by Ukase
mei piece me reeponajOBftfy wrtn
iwerma al beea Q
00 MOVIE * * "The Baltimore
BuBat" 119601 Jarnaa Cobum.
Omar Sharrl A amedtime pool
huatter muat f*ae 920.000 and
w*n a bag tournament bafora ha
can have a ranviteh with an old
(TMCJ MOVIE ** '
ence Pay 119B3) Ksdilain Ousnian. David Karth. A young
nasjenerve finds na*ri*est nseng ai
love wrrti a w*nreee R
6:90
00 01 ■ / R WhBe trying to
dec-de if real take a filler t*
poet that peye more. Shaeilotd
oeasa with appkeanu lor the ■»
ha haan't yet ten.
00 WHO'6 THE BOSS? C3
BrOO
00 01 MOVIE 'Saence Of Tha
Heart lPi*n-*.*l Menene hartlay. Dana MB. Femsty and trwoda
le- to aee the ioi then *cnoo> and

■Will'Hlilill

•OvOO
01 COO COUPLE
11:00
101 01 00 NEWS
WORLD WAR
M 01
DIARY
IWKRP IN CINCINNATI
BURNS AND ALLEN
George face* vouMss watti dMep
peering Baby c-ctutea a ba*»hupaa lawyer and a rraasang ftve
dofJarbB
fl-BPNl NPL SUPERSTARS
The Men Who Pteyed Th* Gem.

00
11:06
11 BO
fTAJO
MOVIE **»
Subaer
tug*
(IBBB) Gene Barry. Joan
Coa-n* An American egeni at
London b acorn as n.ohpad in a
•haky marrrage enengta with aitarnetBorval Oaafapacatnna.
( CSS NEWS SPECIAL
TONIGHT Guaat Hoaa: Jean
Rwara Scrwduwd Dawd Staav
bar».
I ABC NEWS NKaHTLINE
S) LATENIOHT AMERI
CA SchaoUait Oery La* Ray. lor-

Mick Payne
Singing At

"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR PARTY NEEDS'
•Beer
M Sal 8 12
Sunday 811
'Wine
' Tobacco
' Munchies
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc.
7*0 S.
352 9851

COIIBHJ.

9 PM1 Ml

Every
Thursday I Friday

-.Benedetto's

FrttivnctMtr 21. 1»M

mer state of Waehmcjtan governor
and current, member of me steering comitte* of Demoereie 'o«
Reegen Laurence J Peter eutnor
ol VVhy Thrnge Go Wrong '
Q3 SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN) SPOnTSCeNTM
12:00
O
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
O FALL GUY Ho*,, and Coll
get littM cooperation m ■ emeu
town when they try to UK* Sown
■ "i.i* ng investigator end ■ o*
rumper IRl
ffiBJ/LOBO
ffi THREE STOOGES
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (Rl
12:30
0 LATE
NIGHT
WITH
DAVID LETTERMAN Sched
\M0 comedy duo Bob end Rev
tenrkl p>0 Carlmg BBSMtt
IE5PNI
SUPER BOUTS
OF
THE
'70S Matthew Seed
Muhammad vs Marvin Johnson
(April l979rnlndUjnapofcel IR)
1:00
8 HAWAII FIVE-0
JIMMY SWAOOART
QD MOVIE****
AtlKfcl
M958) Jack Peiance. [ddie
ARMTI

1:10
0 COLUMBO Cc-umb© probes
a robbery and murder that
•■poser, family irwvii and
iMsdly hoaMitres IRl
1:30
©NEWS
IESPNI VINTAGE FOOTBALL
FILM Tha Great Vaari IRl
(TMCI MOVIE ** Revenged
tha Mm*
H983I Sho Kosug.
Arthur Roba*ta

i:

I NBC NEWS
_l ABC NEWS C?
S HAPPY 0AY8 AGAIN
BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK
7:00
O
to ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Featured Juna Foray
and Bill Scott tha vorcee ol cartoon
chsractsrs
Rocky and
Bufrwinkle
S NEVER THE TWAIN
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
ff) DUKES Of HAZ2ARD
flj) BUSINESS REPORT
Q3 M-A-S'H
® MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
ItSPNI SPORTSCENTER
7:30
0 P.M MAGAZINE Controvarsial tali show boat Wafy
Gaorga tha Oecuie Society ot
Maryland
©ROBIN SNEST
Q FAMILY FEUD
■ PEOPLE S COURT
01 WILD AMERICA
In*
WoU And Tha Whua Tea Tvwn
daar fawns and wort pups ara foilowad from b>th into maturity
whan during a winter hunt both
tha young dear and tha young
wolvas assuma thaw adults roles
as pradator and pray (R)
Q3 THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPN*
NFL S
GREATEST
MOMENTS
1979 Oakland
Raiders and 1983 BuMsio B<«*
H.ghl-ghts

8:00
O
(D
CHARLES
IN
CHARGE Buddy faars ha s not
I sophisticated enough to keep a
1
draam data so na pteeda with
Charlas for hakj
3:00
0 NATURE OF THINGS
QRHOOA
Most Dav>d Suiuki prasants him
3:30
lootege ol tha raproductiva proOJ
CBS
NEWS
cess ol mitosis tha last drv>siOn
NIGHTWATCH
01 tha human ago that initiates
(D NEWS
tha procass ol reproducing human
(ESPN! SPORTSCENTER
Ma
00 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN
300
Jonathan and Mark iy to conID
CBS
NEWS
wnoa a high school besebea atar
NIGHTWATCH
that li'a Still has meaning avan
(ESPN! COLLEGE FOOTBALL
though an ecc-dem haa left ban a
Oarmson ai North CaroMns Siaia
perapte^c
Guest atar Olympic
3:16
gymnast Bart Connar (Part 2 ol
fTMC) MOV II * * Th» Houee
21
on Sorority Row (1902) Kathrvn
SB FALL GUY Ala- werrung
McNerl t-teen OeviflKm
tha stunt laam and Mm craw not
to proceed, tha ownar ol a Gothic
WEDNEBDAY
mansion Damg usad as a aat tor a
horror Mm starring Eiv-s dr*e
0CT0BER31. 1M4
mysteriously haunting avarvona
with hrs pradKbona Tha Cerrecftnaa John. David. Karth and
Robert guast star aa tha ownar
and haa help
6:00
© CD LIVE FROM THE MET
QOOIDNEWS
"La Foria Dal Deetmo Laontyna
S) $100 000 NAME THAT
Prica
Isota Jonas
Gmaappa
TUNE
G-oacormro. Lao Nuco Enrico FieIS MACNEIL
/
LEHRER
aara and Bonaldo G-erott. star Ml
NEWSHOUR
Vardt, a opera about the power ol
SDIFF'RENT STROKES
fat*. James Levave conducts
CONGRESS: WE THE
Subtitled .n English
PEOPLE
09 MOVIE sT*H
The Night
fTMC) MOVIE ** ft "SaWn.
That Panicked America' H976)
Lot
(19791 David Soul. Jamas
V< Morrow Ci.rf Da Young MaMason A novaest returns to his
lions ol Americana listening to a
boyhood home to put en end to
193B radn broadcast ol "The
troubled memoriae but hnda that
War 01 The Worlds are startled
a emteiar mysisry shrouds h>s
mto behaving that America is
town PC
under attack by Martiane
6:30
(TMC> MOVIE **
MorwgOB CBS NEWS
nrjr" I19B2) Christopher Reave.

Geneweve BujCd An ambitious
American priesi s secular actrw
(<•) *) Itah/ eKluda Maha deata
and carnal afarrs R

Q3 WKRP IN CINCINNATI

8:30
O (B DREAMS Phil turns h.s
Me around and rattles tha band
members wban ha w«ks out on
them to enrol m a computer
school on the eve ol a big g>g
tESPNI
SUPERBOUTS
Of
THE
BOS Aaron Pryor rt
Ale>is Arguaeo INov
1982 <r>
Mom) IR)

ONEWS

8:00
O
(D
MOVIE
Sweat
Revenge (Pramiaral Kewn Dobson KaHy McGrllis A tasltaon
designer recently married to an
Army maror. seeks ravervge on the
men responsible 14 years earlier
•or destroying he> brother's reputation end life Q
Q MARKET PLACE E.am.n..
tion ol the imks between cancer
and the food we aat a look at tha
macrobiotic alternative (Part I of
2)
0 FACTS OF LIFE With mter•Sts verymg from hunks to prues
and daspua Bis* s tear of bemg
spotted by her fnende the gala
borrow a car and ouiae the
etraeis Q
S) DYNASTY The testimony of
a stranger disrupts Alans trial
Steven identifies Mark Jennings
killer f«
Krystls
Dominique
makes a luncheon date with Krystie. hoping to gal into the Carrmgton house Q
8:30
O MAN ALIVE Roy Bon.siew
esamines the unaipiorad aspect
of American poMrcs whereby a
prewdent believes the ima* battle
between good and svl is commg
m our kfetime Cj
8JJ IT S YOUR MOVE f i loses
the money raised to hre a band
so Mstt creates one uamg skete
ions and manages to bluff h>s
way through not only the homecoming dance Out a mageane
interview aa well (Part 1 of 2)
(ESPN) PKA KARATE Jerry
Clark vs Evarstt Barry for the
World Flyweight title, scheduled
for 12 rounds (from Orlando.
Urn)
10:00
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL
(B ST. ELSEWHERE White
wants to make the reunion with
tws wife and chedren permanent
former hospital administrator
Joan Haeoran is rahrred Rosenthai s affae with a labor mediator
heats up
S HOTEL An actor becomes
the target of a disturbed fan two
members of a saQuestered rury
nearly thwart a budrjng romance
and a boy is determined to aat up
e ehosshme shop at tha hotel Q
fTMCl MOVIE **
Tough
Enough
11983) Derma Oue>d
Carksne WarJima An unaucoaaatui
country Singer, trying to make
ends meat, turns to ftgrumg for
prue money. 'PC

IISPN)
NFL'S
GREATEST
MOMENTS NFL Symlunny
11:06

11:30
STAXI
MOVIE #**v,
Nightmare In Chicago 11987) Robert
Ridgiev
Charles McGraw
A
deranged k*er identrtying himself
as
Georgie Porgae
terror net.
passenger i on a Chicago turnpAa
lor 72 hours aa pofcee attempt to
cordon off the area to trap him.
tTJ MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum
hasps a beautilul Japanese woman
whose r<h Amerrcen husband is
being held lor a huge ransom (R)
0 TONIGHT Guest Host Joan
Rivers Scheduled Joan Collins
Joe Piscopo Elves
8 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
Q3 LATENrGHT AMERICA Scheduled Howard I Fried
man national president of the
American
Jewish Committee
psychotherapist
Dr
Barbara
Mackoff author ol leaving the
Off>ce Bahmd
03 SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
12(00
O
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
fflBJ/LOBO
03 THREE STOOGES
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK IRl
(TMCI MOVIE **
Richard
Pryor - Hera And Now 11983!
Rchaid Pryor
12:30
OJ) LATE
NIGHT
WITH
OAVIO LETTERMAN Sched
<M0 comedian Pee Wee Herman
(ESPN)
HORSE
RACING
WEEKLY
12:40
0 MOVIE * * '?
The Curse
Of Kmg Tut s Tomb I1980I Evs
Mane Se>nt Robm EM
1:O0
O HAWAII FIVE-0
© JIMMY SWAGGART
03 MOVIE ** Curse Ol The
Werewolf (19611 Ckfford Evens
Carver Reed
(ESPN) POCKET BILLIARDS
U J. Puckett vs Jimmy Cares IRl
1:30
CD NEWS
1:40
fTMC) MOVIE * * '1 Alone m
The Dark (I9B2) Jack Pelence
Donald Plissance
2:00
O
CBS
NIGHTWATCH

NEWS

6JJ NEWS
(ESPN) AEROBATICS
Masters
THURSDAY

1983

NOVEMBER 1. 1884

MO
SO flD H) NEWS
TUNE
CD MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
■ DIFF'RENT STROKES
Q CONGRESS: WE THE
PEOPLE

©NEWS
10:30
09 PUTTIN' ON THE HITS

1100
O O flD 8) NEWS

7(00
O
09 ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT Featured JOen Lunden
§KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
DUKES OF HA22ARD
ED BUSINESS REPORT
G3M-A»S#H
O MACNEIL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
OMCI MOVIE **** R*.i
ars Of The Losi Ark 119811 Harrison Ford Karen AHn In 1936
a globe-trotting svcheoWgisi ■
adventurer races Nan evildoers
for a legendary religious artifact of
enormous power narrowfy escaping dozens of death traps en
route PG Q
7:30
O P.M. MAGAZINE Marilyn
Beck interviews George Burns
sports reporter Dan Coughlm
O ONLY WHEN I LAUGH
W FAMILY FEUD
OJ) PEOPLE'S COURT
SD WXD AMERICA Livmg
With Wildlife
Marty Stouffer
illustrstea how we can beet live
with and preserve our natural heritage of wedMe (Rl
03 THREE'S COMPANY
(ESPNI PKA KARATE Jerry
Clark vs Everett Berry for tha
World Flyweight title scheduled
for 12 rounds (from Orlando
Fie I IR)

BOO
SO MAGNUM. P.I.
AN
EVENING WITH
STEPHEN LEACOCK Actor
John Stark brings Canada s
humorist Stephen Leecock back
to life -n a preeentabon of h.s
most lemoue Qupa and stones
83 COSBY SHOW Oee and
Cliff are et odds over whether
they should have another child.
08 MOVIE The Three Wranee
Of BAV Gnat
(Premiere! Ralph
Mecchro. Hal Moibrook A teen.
aged boy diecovera that he haa
been sfnoken with e fatal draoeae
that wet causa him to age at a
rapid pace Q
tB THIS OLD HOUSE New
wring
piping end flap hone
hookups
83 MOVIE **v,
ThaAdvanlura Of Sherlock Holme*' Smarter
Brother
(1976) Gene Wedrjr.
Marty Fefdman
The famous
detectives younger brother
becomes involved with foreign
spies a secret document Profee
•or Moriarty and a damsel -n <fcetress
09 SNEAK PREVIEWS

$100,000 NAME THAT

10:16

8:30
SO CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
3D ABC NEWS Q
S3 HAPPY OAYS AGAIN
09 BUSINESS REPORT
(ESPN! SPORTSLOOK

8:30
O FAMILY TIES To fufha a
course regwrernant. Alei and a
long-time rival team up at a cris't
center where they wmd up wrrtt a
oners of tha* own over a cat from
a siacrdef student
CD OJ ON THE MONEY Featured: mutual fund inventing: tha
issue of renting vs buying property, an aiplenat'on of Ok* Dow
Jones average Q

ATTENTION
THE BULLPEN
is buying & selling baseball and
football cards, album's, sheets,
FIRST EDITION
-HAIR DEBION BITLiDIO

EXPERT HAIR STYLING
FOR MEN & WOMEN

M6SU5

etc. Come and see us for your
needs.
THE BULLPEN
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd.
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Phone (419) 352-0276

354-1477
Gary

434E.WOOSTER

ABOVE MYIES DAIRY QUEEN

OPEN 12 8 Monday.Saturday

OsOO
O 00 SIMON 1 SIMON
OJ) CHEERS Coach falls m love
and proposes to a woman haa
never seen before whee her
attractive daughter haa nothing
but rejection lor Sam s advance*
(Part 1 of 21
03 0 MYSTERYI
Rumpoie
Of The Barley Rumpoie confronts
the Old boy network whan h*
defends a couple accused of
biackmad and operating a brothel

Q
(ESPNI TOP RANK BOXING
Robbre Simms vs Mr* a Trntey at a
m,ck*eweigM bout scheduled lor
10 rounds i live from AHantc Crty.
N J)
fTMa MOVIE **M
Endengered Specrea
M982) Robert
Urich JoBeth Wilfcama A New
York C.t. detective helps a Wyoming sheriff investigate a Spate of
local cattle mutilation*. R

11:30
8 TAXI
NEWHART Whan Dick
agraaa to aid a local houaawvra
with her wiitavg eapeatione. his
worst fears are raakred <R)
O TONIGHT Guest Hoat Joan
Rivera Scheduled actor Jerry
Methers
SD ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE
flD 09 LATENIGHT AMERICA Scheduled Peter Nevarro
author of
Tha Pokey Game'
dtvorce lawyer Marvwi Mitchelson
03 SANFORD AND SON
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
12:00
O
STREETS
OF
SAN
FRANCISCO
SBJ/LOBO
THREE STOOGES
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (Rl

CHAL-

12;OB
O MOVIE * * ■■) Pnm* Suepact
(1981) M*e Fanafl. Tan
Gerr

10:00
O 0JJ KNOTS LANDING
Abby uses h*r clout aa the owner
of the TV station to design a
scheme for eipk>img anyone <r*ho
stands m her way Q
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL

12:30
O
LATE
NIGHT
WITH
DAVID LETTERMAN Sched
ussd Caiun chef Paul Prudhomme
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
RobC-e Simms vs MAsTmksyma
middleweight bout scheduled for
10 rounds (from Atlantic City
N J > IR)

8:30
O FRONT PAGE
LENGE
OJ) NIGHT COURT

to HILL STREET BLUES An
attractive
woman
implicates
LaRua M the murder of her hueband. Washington reeigns when e
rookra who fallowed hr* advea <s
dismissed tha food at a new Indian restaurant provides a surprise
GD20/20Q
G3 SNEAK PREVIEWS
SNEWS
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE
The Berchester Chronicles
The townspeople of Becheater are shocked whan tha
young doctor courting Eleanor
Harovtg accueee her father of
rnasappropriatrng the Hnem Hoeprtala pensioner! fund Based on
two Anthony Trotope novels
Donald Plea* ante and Susan
Hampshire atar (Pan 1 of 71 Q
10:30
H) MEDIA PROBES Hoat Ruth
Werrick
takes a bahnnd-theacanaa look at the production ol a
dairy soap opera IRl Q
S> OOO COUPLE
11:00
SO O09 NEWS
WORLD WAR
II 01
DIARY
8 WKRP IN aNCINNATI
BURNS ANO ALLEN A
trombone player with a sad story
manage* to gat $80 from Gaorga.
fTMC) MOVIE * * ";
Hrt And
Run'' (1S8D Paul Pern Claudia
Cron A New York cab driver
becomes involved rn myatenou*
gomgs-on at a Connecticut man-

12:40
(TMC) MOVIE *#*
Baby
It a Vow
118831 Roeenne
Arrjuette Vmcent Spano

IsOO
S HAWAII FIVE-0
MOVIE ***
Young At
Heart
(1984) Frank Sinatra
DoriaDay
S JIMMY SWAGGART
MOVIE ***
Sergeant
Rutksdge' (1960) Jeffrey Hunter.
Constance Towers
1:30

ONEWS

2:00
O
COS
NIGHTWATCH
ONEWS

O

2:30
COO

NEWS

NEWS

NIGHTWATCH
rTMO MOVsE **V»
Tha
Golden Seal (18831 Steve Raeebeck Penwope Milford
3:00
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
3:00
(ESPNI AUTO RACING '04
SCC* Rabort B-Utem Cup (from
Phoem. Anionel (R)
4:10
OMCI MOVIE ** i
Echoes
Of A SurtMisv
(1978) Rrchard
Harm. Jodr* Foster
4:90
(ESPN) ARENA OP EXCELLENCE Hratory Of The LA. Cokaaum (Rl

11:06
ONEWS

11:20
O GOOO ROCKIN' TONfTE
Tarry Dawd Muwgan eitarviewe
mambara of tha Foot wMh the*
wdaoa
less Cities
and "Ar*
We Ourse-vea'
other wdaoa by
Lionel Rchaa ( Penny Lovaf").
Shrala E
( Qlamoroua Life)
.Twiated&atart l Wanna Rook")

****
VaryQood
Good
iNotSBd
Ft*

:rwr

. ***H
#**
**H
**
*H

8>

Looking For Something
Fun To Do?
Rent A VCR
For any 3 days with 4
movies of your choice for
only $30.00

VIDEO SPECTRUM
128 W. WoosterSt.

352-4171

